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Township of
Puslinch

This section provides an overview of project goals, objectives and
processes for this project as well as the general guiding principles
typically used in creating effect signage. A listing of definitions
common to signage is included at the end of this section.
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Introduction
Wellington County is a large, diverse and progressive county. At its core
are seven member municipalities, with a unique blend of community,
tourism attractions, civic facilities, retail, dining, and outdoor activities.

Wellington County has immediate access to the Highway 401 Windsor-Quebec corridor, as well as Highways 6, 7,
and 8, which provide critical intra-provincial market access. Positioning along the Highway 401 corridor also provides
Wellington with access to major markets in the GTA, and leading university/research institutions in the GTA and
Waterloo Region.
As the County continues to build and maintain its infrastructure and enhance the quality of life for its growing resident
and business population, it has identified the implementation of a signage system as an initiative that will enhance the
experience for everyone. The 2012 Wellington Economic Development Strategy identified the need for a coordinated
signage system in the County as well as the need for entrance, directional and highway signage within the county.
Further, the 2014 Countywide Business Retention and Expansion project resulted in 50% of businesses total (278)
identifying signage as the focus activity for the County to be addressed within 5 years. The development of an
overall signage philosophy and graphic standard can provide valuable information and communicate an organized
and friendly county, without detracting from its visual beauty. In contrast, ignoring or having ‘dated’, or a haphazard
approach to this issue will only create sign clutter, less efficient navigation and an unwelcoming perception of the
county.
In May of 2015, the County hired SKA, with Mellor Murray Consulting on its team, to develop the This Way to
Wellington Signage Plan.
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The aim of this document, the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan, is to provide a three-phase strategy, a visual
presentation of Wellington County signs for entrance/banners along the County’s boundary roads, directional/
wayfinding, and business/tourism. These signs are to offer a comprehensive, unique and consistent visual
communication system for Wellington County with concise messaging (e.g., County crest). Upon implementation, the
signage itself will lead to enabling investment, tourism attraction and resident pride.
The signage project is holistic in its approach and considers many forms of potential signage wayfinding tools,
including the integration of technology elements, environmental cues, support materials, associated landscaping and
lighting.
The project goals of the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enhancing the user’s experience (in arriving to the county and its businesses)
Reinforcing community identity and pride (displaying community identity on County signs)
Differentiating the County from neighbouring municipalities
Raising Wellington County’s Profile

Key objectives include:
•
•
•
•

Enable effective navigation throughout the county
Encourage exploration of Wellington County and its key attractions
Develop legible, informative and attractive signs
Develop signs that are cost effective, easy to install, easy to maintain) – essentially, a sign system that can be
implemented with current and applicable policies and procedures.
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Introduction

Wellington County has many sites and activities that draw visitors and residents to and throughout its 2,650 km2
geographic area. It is noted to currently have +300 festivals and events annually. Tourism generates much in visitor
spending and is vital to the health of a county and its member municipalities. Visiting Wellington is not solely about the
individual destinations one may visit, but about the overall experience one has and the places one remembers.

The County of Wellington has established an open process for this project, through meetings with County staff, focus
group sessions, stakeholder interviews and a public ‘online survey’ input opportunity yielding 429 respondents. It has
been SKA/Mellor Murray’s task to sort through the issues uncovered and to responsibly and respectfully integrate
them into the analysis based on our knowledge of wayfinding/signage best practices, human factors, and design
principles. All participants have been heard and comments have been integrated. We thank all the individuals who
took the time and energy to share their ideas and perceptions with us. We deeply appreciate their participation,
knowledge and enthusiasm.
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Figure A: The Process

Economic Motivation
Signage as part of a wayfinding system provides the key component to unlocking a County’s “Tourism Toolbox.”
Like a friendly face at a business, a well-designed website, or a professional brochure, a successful signage system
enhances the visitor’s experience, increases repeat visitation, and promotes positive word of mouth; well-designed,
well-placed signs create aesthetic harmony in a community and reinforce a positive sense of place.
While signage alone cannot be measured as the single source of increased visitor expenditures, it can certainly be
identified as a component of an overall customer service philosophy that helps to attract visitors to a geographic area,
not just once, but over and over again.
The “personal experience” a visitor has in Wellington County impacts future visits by them and by others. This
translates to not only their own repeat visits, but highly influences their desire to promote Wellington County to friends
and relatives.
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It is clear through recent surveys and documents that Wellington County, in strategizing for economic development,
needs to consider its regional reputation and profile, has a verbatim need for signage/wayfinding initiatives, and that a
‘Signage Plan’ is necessary.
As stated in the County of Wellington Economic Development Strategy (2012):

“Where possible the County needs to identify and clarify where it can add value to the local initiatives, but also where
a broader more regional approach to an economic development opportunity or issue is required. Some of the most
prevalent suggestions from this perspective include . . . regional marketing and communications that promote a
common identity for Wellington.” (p.24)
“The importance of tourism was established through consolidation efforts. Stated priorities for the sector included the
coordination of marketing across the county . . . the introduction of more defined and coordinated wayfinding signage
(particularly in the rural area).” (p.36)
Goal 2: Build a Strong Regional Profile and Brand (p.31)
Action: Improve directional and highway signage within the county: A signage analysis should be conducted to
assess the location and quality of existing signs and evaluate the potential need for more directional (wayfinding) and
informational signage in the County. (p.36)
These remarks were further supported as stated in the Wellington Countywide BR+E Projects:
“Businesses were asked to identify the most important things for the community to focus on in the next 5 years.
Businesses felt that signage (50%) and promoting the community (41%) were top priorities (Figure 10).”
2014 BR+E anecdotal responses referring to signage included;
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“My clients coming from Toronto never know if they’ve arrived across the Wellington border, no signs letting them
know where the Towns are.”,
“One does not know where the County starts and stops and more importantly how Wellington differentiates itself from
its neighbours.”,
“Waterloo, Dufferin, Caledon, Huron, these places show pride and their signs show their economic assets – we are
competing with them.”,
“economic spinoffs; when people come here for a festival or meeting there are no signs to let them know they should
check out our downtown and business districts.”
Benefits to Member Municipalities
Every Municipality or Community in Wellington County has great offerings. Signage helps us discover these special
places and encourage us to explore further, learning more about the details that make a Municipality/Community
exciting. It is this process of discovery and the ease in access to them that creates a memorable experience and
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“There is a lack of community and regional profile: Though many of the local municipalities continue to build a strong
profile and identity for their communities, the County lacks a similar profile and identity. This is especially relevant
given proximity to the Waterloo Region and GTA – Wellington County must forge a strong regional profile within an
area currently dominated by the strong external identity of these surrounding regions. Without a strong regional
identity and profile, a community’s marketing and value proposition may lack the strength needed to appeal to
business investors and potential residents – especially those from outside the Region.” (p.17)

positive lasting impression.
It is common for smaller destinations to see the greatest benefit of a strong signage system. Larger attractions, such
as community centres, arenas and museums, typically have significant visitation based on advertising campaigns,
promotional materials and the types of activities, events and exhibitions they present. It is the smaller, destinations
such as specialty shops, downtown shopping districts and local non-profit attractions that rely on the signage
system to get visitors to their communities. Having signs, maps and other tools (physical and digital) communicating
information about a place, tells visitors and residents that a destination is special and worth visiting.

The awareness created by the signage system potentially leads to an increase in visitation, which in turn becomes
additional revenue for attractions and surrounding businesses.
Expanding the Experience
Promoting a pedestrian friendly environment in the County’s member communities can lead to increased time spent
shopping, encourage people to patronize local restaurants and promote additional attractions that are close by. Many
of these communities have or are pursuing their own wayfinding and signage programmes.
By promoting trails and bicycle transportation, within the County and its municipalities, discovery can be expanded
beyond the main thoroughfares – to rural areas and other adjacent communities.
The signage system supports many modes of travel, not only to help people choose their path, but to broaden the
visitor’s experience, increase the number of attractions they visit and announce other places they could visit.

A This Way to Wellington Signage Philosophy
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Counties, municipalities and communities of all sizes and aspirations understand that the reality of today’s economy
and the high level of competition for the public’s attention demand a clear and distinctive identity. Signage systems
promote a community’s identity, make it easier for users to find their way and enhance the experience of their place.
Through this project it is clear, that the County of Wellington understands that communicating a consistent identity
and signage message across a variety of design elements and technologies is a key factor in reaching their cultural,
economic and sustainability goals.
Wellington County is already a “place”; its energetic, special character and unique attractions establish it as a special
place to visit. It is not the intent of this project to “re-brand” Wellington County or develop a new image, but to
develop a series of signage that fit into the county context, reflect its culture, and provides users with the necessary
information to reach destinations across, in what will be in time, can be a range of complementary media and
elements.
Developed, in part, from the earliest land surveys (1790s), Wellington County has become physically organized with
natural wayfinding cues; the orientation of the County, its highway/roadway structures and the various community
locations and their destinations establish a natural framework for a successful signage system. The ‘This Way to
Wellington Signage’ plan philosophy for this project takes advantage of the physical orientation of the County and
access to it from adjacent neighbouring municipalities and thoroughfares.
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Introduction

The signage system can also help businesses cross-market each other, either formally or informally. This can be done
by directing from one place to another along a specific route or by communicating similar attractions, retail stores or
amenities nearby.

General Guiding Principles for Effective Signage
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Each element of a gateway, directional and pay-to-play information in the county will need to fit its unique context.
Below are some guiding principles which provide a foundation for the This Way Wellington Signage Plan.

•

Be appropriate

•

Be of consistent attitude

•

Engage all senses

•

Embrace change

•

Fit the historic context

•

Use character befitting the place

•

Structures are pedagogical

•

Place only a few, small, harmonious signs

•

Be unobtrusive

•

Be polite

All elements incorporated into signage for the County should be in scale to the use and the user.

When appropriate, use materials for colour, texture, light, sound, and scale to tell or enhance a story of place.
Remember that things will age, change, and even decay over time. Where appropriate, allow these natural
properties to be part of the aesthetic message, and prepare for them in the early design stages.
The design of signs and markers should draw from the historical elements of the County’s communities
without replicating them. Designs can often harken backward, but take initiative to find innovation. They
should fit historical context, but transcend it.
The character of signs should fit within the character of the county. An effort should be made to retain the
rural, naturalistic, agricultural and heritage environment that visitors now enjoy.

We need to rely on words and pictures only after other elements won’t tell the story. Style is a story and sets
up expectations. Also, a structure can allow people to circulate in one direction, but not in another. In some
instances it can frame, inhibit, or enhance views.
As signs, markers and other built elements are physical, man-made items in the county landscape, they do
have the potential to distract from the immersive quality of the community districts and to stand out in contrast
to those elements, which are the main character-defining elements of the place. Though some visitors
appreciate or even sometimes long for more information than is provided by the settings of the county, others
feel as though they ‘are in the way’ or at least, resent the intrusion of signs - an attitude typical to most ‘new’
signage efforts. Given the need for a balance, we strongly suggest that there are as few signs as possible in
the rural landscape, that they are as small as logical, and that they are harmonious with each other and with
the sites they are placed within.

Locate signs or markers in the landscape so that they are surrounded by vegetation when possible, appearing
as if they have been there for many years, (even when they are new).
All signs and built structures should have “good manners”. They should be stable, warm, and even imperfect
as though they have been influenced by the human hand and mind of a craftsman. They should not interrupt
or shout their presence or their message but should “speak” when spoken to. Signs within the county
might declare the presence of the ‘County’ without loud graphics or colours. They can be tasteful, humble,
and visible; complementing, enhancing, and not overshadowing the county (and Municipality/Community)
landscape.
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Everything seen and experienced by the public should reflect a consistent attitude and philosophy of the
County. These should have a harmonious design and voice indicating that they emerge from and represent
the county. Signs and built elements should be with the county context.

•

Communicate effectively

•

Maintain consistent leadership

Signage relies on communication. In order to communicate effectively, the County must portray a
recognizable identity, complemented and reinforced by consistent leadership.
Essential to the implementation of a visual signage identity for the County is the leadership that promotes
it, the attitude embodied in the leadership, and the funds that maintain this identity. Equally essential are
implementation and maintenance, ensuring adoption, ownership, and consistency of the plan.

Ultimately, the scope of this work included developing design and subsequent fabrication detail for a ‘preferred design’
of
i. County Gateway Signage (Entry Marker)
ii). County / Public Destination Directional Sigange
iii). Pay-to-Play Signage
as identified in the following listing of typical signage types:
1. a) County Gateway Sign — Primary
b) County Gateway Sign — Secondary
2. Member Tier Municipality — Gateway Sign*
•

Centre Wellington

•

Erin

•

Guelph Eramosa

•

Mapleton

•

Minto

•

Puslinch

•

Wellington North

3. Community Gateway*
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4. Identified Route Introduction*
5. Route Assurance Markers
6. Route Directional Markers
7. Municipal Amenity Identification
8. Information Kiosk (Large) — Vehicular
9. Information Kiosk (Small) — Vehicular
10. Public Destination Directional — Rural
11. Pay-to-Play Signage
*It is noted that several Municipalities/Communities within the County have previously embarked on signage and/or wayfinding programmes
(to varying degrees).

It is recommended that the County consider these other opportunities too in their future signage initiative.
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Considering Signage for the County

Definitions
This Way to Wellington Signage Plan Definitions
COGNITIVE MAP (MENTAL MAP):
A type of mental processing that allows an individual to create a memorable image in their mind, and assists them in
understanding their spatial environment (layout) and location within a given space.

Introduction

WELLINGTON COUNTY:
This references the project area that includes the following seven municipalities; Town of Erin, Town of Minto,
Township of Wellington North, Township of Mapleton, Township of Centre Wellington, Township of Guelph/Eramosa
and the Township of Puslinch. Wellington County has immediate access to the provincial highway 401 WindsorQuebec corridor, as well as highways 6, 7, and 8, which provide critical intra-provincial market access. It should be
noted these are not hard boundaries and when necessary have been extended to include destinations and routes in
adjacent areas.
DISTRICTS:
A specific area, section or communities of a county, distinguished by its character, culture, cluster of use, historical
reference or formal designation.
EDGES:
Perceived boundaries that define geographic space including buildings, roadways, shorelines, natural features, etc.
ENVIRONMENT CUES:
As we travel through a county there are physical cues that help inform our decision to move in one direction or
another. Wellington County, through its highway network, naturally provides many of these cues.
EXPERIENCE TECHNOLOGY:
Upon arrival these are ‘touch points’ to engage the visitor. By presenting a variety of devices and interactive
opportunities, the user can receive and explore information.
FIND WELLINGTON COUNTY:
The identity of the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan brand which will be used to identify and promote the County’s
entrance, ‘pay-to-play’ programme, and its directional/wayfinding-to-community signage.
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GATEWAY:
These are points of arrival into Wellington County. Elements identifying this transition can be vehicular, pedestrian,
bicycle or transit-oriented and can include signage, banners, landscaping, lighting elements.
INFORMATION HIERARCHY:
The sequence and scale of information a user receives as they travel to their destination.
LANDMARKS:
Readily identifiable physical or graphic elements that create points of reference and help a user determine their
location within a space or exterior environment.
MENU (Family) OF SIGNS:
A series of different sign types that make up a signage system. This plan is being prepared to specifically identify and
promote the County’s entrance, ‘pay-to-play’ programme, and its directional/wayfinding-to-community signage
NODES:
A focal point along a route at which a decision needs to be made. Nodes are often marked by structural cues or
graphic information to assist with the decision making process.
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POI (POINT OF INTEREST):
An attraction, destination, or amenity that would be of relevance to a visitor.
PRE-ARRIVALTECHNOLOGY:
Tools a person uses to investigate information prior to beginning their journey. It is the first opportunity to present the
system’s identity and encourage exploration.
SIGNAGE:
Signage is the most visible element of a wayfinding system. All levels of signage must be considered to create a
seamless journey.

Introduction

STAKEHOLDER GROUP:
This group is made up of representatives from the following categories:
Destinations: Comprised of representatives from destinations and attractions included in the County such as
Municipalities, Communities, economic development organizations, etc.
Approving Agencies: A department or governmental entity that will have to provide a specific level of approval to the
project. Examples Include: County Roads/Engineers, County Council, Ministry of Transportation, etc.
Interested parties: Includes representatives of groups or individuals who can offer valuable information
or insight into specific issues associated with the project. Examples include local business groups, business
improvement areas, neighborhood groups, advocates for economic development, accessibility, active transport, and
the environment, etc.
PROJECT TEAM:
The Project Team helps guide the development process, assists with administrative strategies, outlines primary
issues, informs signage design decisions, and assists with formal approvals.
This committee includes key County staff, such as representatives from Economic Development, Roads Department,
and Planning in addition to representatives from County Council, Ontario Provincial Police and tourism-related
businesses.
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SUPPORT MATERIALS:
A series of visual, physical and verbal tools, which support a signage system. These communicate a single voice and
identity for the system.
TOUCH POINTS:
The interface between the user and the signage/wayfinding information being communicated. These opportunities can
present information to the user before, during or after their journey. The tools used to communicate the information
at each touchpoint may include, human interaction, technology, signage, printed materials, physical structure, or
environmental cues.
VISITOR:
A person who does not frequent Wellington County on a regular basis. A visitor can be local, regional, national, or
international.
WAYFINDING:
The process of finding your way from point A to point B.
WAYFINDING SYSTEM:
A series of strategically placed physical, graphic and technological wayfinding tools that work in unison to help guide
users.
WAYFINDING TOOLS:
The various individual physical, environmental and technological elements people use to help find their way.
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Community Research and Outreach

2

Part A: Physical Context
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This section provides a brief background description of recent
Wellington documents and county-wide driving tour relevant
to the Signage Plan effort and includes graphic maps and
images of physical infrastructures for the gateways
into the Wellington County.
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Context - County of Wellington
The County of Wellington, formed in 1853, is located in Southwestern Ontario and is comprised of seven municipalities;
the Township of Centre Wellington, Town of Erin, Township of Guelph Eramosa, Township of Mapleton, Town of Minto,
Township of Puslinch and the Township of Wellington North. It is approximately 257,326 hectares in size and has a total
population of 93,600 (2014) (County of Wellington Official Plan). Through the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan, the
gateways found on major roadways (Provincial and County roads) entering the County have been reviewed “in the field”
and identified on aerial maps found at the end of this section. Currently, the County has 62 points of entry/exits (portals)
along its perimeter. See maps at end of section (adapted from Wellington County Information) Photos by J. Whalen.

The review of past documents identifies desires, concerns and recommendations towards community improvement.
Several documents have been reviewed containing applicable information supporting the County of Wellington’s This
Way to Wellington Signage Plan, including:

Township of Centre Wellington Wayfinding Plan:
(by Stempski Kelly Associates Inc., June 2008)

The development of the Wayfinding Plan provided a large spectrum of signage structures including: Entry Markers,
Orientation and Identification Signage for the Township and its communities. Locations, size and materials, colours,
fonts, graphics, and the inclusion of other standards for development were identified in the plan. Finally, fabrication
details and a budget estimate were included.
Goals of the Wayfinding Plan:
• To coordinate and encourage Township cohesiveness while allowing for uniqueness between its communities,
• To guide development of signage family that is effective, compelling and memorable.
• To increase branding and promotion.

Town of Minto Orientation Signage Guideline (Post Mount Orientation):
(by Stempski Kelly Associates Inc., October 2012)
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This Guideline created for the Town of Minto focused on ‘post mounted’ options for orientation signage and identified
their ideal locations within Minto’s three communities; Clifford, Harriston and Palmerston. Size, materials, colours,
fonts and fabrication details were included in the document. The Orientation Signage Guideline also doubled as an
“ideas” document, identifying potential additional projects for the future.
Recommendations:
• While signage projects may occur independently, it will prove beneficial to the public to integrate their designs,
furthering reinforcing the “place” of Minto.
• Seeking participation from the Town’s departments, various committees, service groups and event organizers will
be essential to making decisions on the look, placement and quality of signs established in the future.

Township of Wellington North Wayfinding Plan:
(by Stempski Kelly Associates Inc., February 2015)

Recently completed for Wellington North, this Wayfinding Plan initially began as a ‘post mounted’ signage plan, but
evolved to become an ‘orientation signage’ plan, attempting to consolidate an approach for the Township’s orientation
signage. While still primarily focusing on post mounted signage designs and locations, the plan shares ideas for
future development of other signage such as Event, Service Club and Wellington North’s Butter Tart Trail Signage.
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Document Review and Assessment

Ministry of Transportation (MTO) Review:
The Ontario Traffic Manual Book 8: Guide and Information Signs is the primary document used by the Ministry of
Transportation when sizing, locating and outlining signs. Through review of the document, the County Gateway Sign
section identified information important to the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan in terms of locating boundary signs
and where they are eligible. It was also found that the categories “Freeways” and “highways of 90km/h or less” were
relevant to Wellington County’s situation.

•

Qualifications of a destination,

•

High-Speed Roadway Identification Signs

•

Low-Speed Roadway Identification Signs,

•

Signage location dependent of road speeds,

•

Boundary and Enhanced Boundary Signs.

Physical Context

The applicable MTO criteria regarding Wellington County’s signage plan includes:

Inventory — Experiencing Wellington, Mapping and Imagery
Mapping:
The following section showcases a number of mapping images which illustrate important inventory information for the
County of Wellington. These maps identify:
•
•
•

Wellington County and its Member entities
Vehicular Routes
Signage Locations

See the end of this section for mapping.
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Vehicular Routes:
This information is showcased on the Roadway Map through Roadway Classification and Posted Speed. In the
County of Wellington three main roadway types have been highlighted:
•

The 400-Series Highways are a network of controlled-access highways throughout the southern portion of
the Canadian province of Ontario, forming a special subset of the provincial highway system. They are under
provincial jurisdiction and regulated by the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO). On the Roadway
Map, these roads have been illustrated using a green line.

•

Provincial Highways (also known as King’s Highways), are maintained and managed by the Ministry of
Transportation of Ontario (MTO) and have a speed limit of 80km/h in rural areas while in urban areas it is
reduced to 50km/h. On the Roadway Map, these roads have been illustrated using a red line.

•

County Roadways are similar to Provincial Highways in terms of roadway speeds (80km/h - 50km/h), however
they are not maintained by the Province. These roads are maintained by the local government; in this case
the County of Wellington. On the Roadway Map, these roads have been illustrated using a blue line.
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These particular roadways were selected through the inventory process since they represent the most significant
roads to enter into the County and provide the most direct access to the various communities found within.
As noted above, the three highlighted roadways (400-Series, Provincial, County) found within the County of Wellington
have a range of speed zones between 100km/h and 50km/h.

The locations of the portals entering the County through the three main roadways have been highlighted and divided
into four categories; Existing County of Wellington Signage, Existing Member Signage (Municipality/Community),
Existing County and Member Signage and No Existing Signage. The locations have been numbered and the four
groups have been colour coded. Blue signifies County signs, Purple signifies Member signs, Green represents both
County and Member signs and Red represents No Signage found.

Photo-Documentation:
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In this next section, images taken at each of the portal locations that had signage when entering Wellington County
are shown. The first image identifies its location and setting while the second is a close-up of the gateway sign. All
images are numbered to match the Signage Location Map in order to understand where there are and are not signs
as well as their condition. A similar technique has been used for the municipal identification signage.
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Physical Context

Signage Locations:

Inventory Assessment
The inventory collected and illustrated though the associated maps and images provides valuable information for
analyzing each of the three community’s opportunities and constraints related to the County’s This Way to Wellington
Signage Plan.

Signage Locations:
• It was discovered there was an absense of signage; almost half of the total portals visited had no signage
(County or Municipality/Community). Out of 62 sites visited, 6 included County signs, 20 Municipality/Community
signs and 8 included both County and Municipality/Community signs, while 29 did not have any signage.
• The County of Wellington has two existing gateway signage structures placed on its boundaries along Highway
401 (East and West bound) where it intersects the county.
Signage Conditions:
• All County signs are MTO standard signs. Note: One of the County of Wellington Signs found on County Road 1
leading into the Community of Clifford in the Town of Minto was of a different design than the rest observed.
• Municipality and Community signs in close vicinity to County portals varied between standard MTO signs
and unique signage. The Town of Erin, and Townships of Centre Wellington, Guelph-Eramosa and Mapleton
showcased individual signs to their own areas. However, the Town of Minto and Townships of Puslinch and
Wellington North only had MTO standard signs.
• Many of the County signs appear to be showing their age while others appear to be in reasonable repair. The
Town of Erin, and Townships of Centre Wellington, Guelph-Eramosa and Mapleton have signs that appear
relatively new. The Town of Minto and Townships of Puslinch and Wellington North have signs that appear to be
in reasonable condition.
• Wellington’s existing Highway 401 gateway signage structures (x2) while in reasonable condition, are weathered
and exhibiting their age.
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Speedzones:
• Roadways where the County and Member district signage are located generally occur in rural areas where
speeds range from 100-70km/h. However, in some cases there were instances where these signs would be
found in urban areas such as leaving the City of Guelph, entering through the North end of Clifford in the Town of
Minto and entering the North end of Mount Forest in Wellington North. These areas have a reduced speed range
of 50-60km/h.
• Signs in these zones, must include information that is easily read and perhaps general in nature.

County Events:
There are several County organized events happening within the County of Wellington. Annual events similar
to Christmas and Harvest Festivals are reoccurring and appropriate for community event signage. Events to be
considered can include:
• Museum Antique and Classic Car Show
• Harvest Home Festival
• Museum Remembrance Event
• Fergus Highland Games
• Mount Forest Fireworks
• Erin Fall Fair
• Eden Mills Writer’s Festival
• Elora Festival
• RiverFest
• Etc.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Physical Context

Opportunities and Constraints:
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Physical Context

Inventory — Existing Signage
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5: County Road 86 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

2: County Road 38 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

4: County Road 39 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

1: County Road 124 - Existing County of Wellington and Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

SIGNS 1

Physical Context
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

11: County Road 124 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

7: County Road 30 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

9: Highway 7 - Existing County of Wellington Signage

6: County Road 86 - Existing County of Wellington and Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

SIGNS 2

Physical Context
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

20: Highway 6 - Existing County of Wellington and Township of Puslinch Signage

14: Highway 401 Eastbound - Existing County of Wellington Signage

12: County Road 124 - Existing County of Wellington and Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

SIGNS 3

Physical Context
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

32: County Road 24 South (Trafalgar Road) - Existing Town of Erin Signage

31: County Road 125 - Existing County of Wellington and Town of Erin Signage

21: Highway 401 Westbound - Existing County of Wellington Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

34: County Road 52 - Existing Town of Erin Signage

SIGNS 4

29: County Road 44 - Existing Township of Guelph-Eramosa Signage

Physical Context
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

38: County Road 19 - Existing Township of Centre Wellington Signage

36: County Road 22 - Existing Town of Erin Signage

35: County Road 124 - Existing County of Wellington and Town of Erin Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

39: County Road 18 - Existing Township of Centre Wellington Signage

SIGNS 5

37: County Road 24 North (Trafalgar Road) - Existing Town of Erin Signage

Physical Context
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48: County Road 1 - Existing County of Wellington Signage

46: Highway 6 - Existing County of Wellington and
Township of Wellington North Signage

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

49: Highway 9 - Existing County of Wellington and Town of Minto Signage

42: Highway 89 - Existing Township of Wellington North Signage

40: County Road 109 - Existing County of Wellington Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

SIGNS 6

Physical Context
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

61: County Road 18 - Existing Township of
Centre Wellington Signage

62: County Road 21 - Existing Township
of Centre Wellington Signage

57: County Road 12 - Existing Township of Mapleton Signage

54: County Road 9 - Existing Township of Mapleton Signage

60: County Road 17 - Existing Township of
Centre Wellington Signage

53: County Road 8 - Existing Township of Mapleton Signage

50: County Road 87 - Existing County of Wellington Signage

County of Wellington Existing Signage

SIGNS 7

Physical Context

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Signage Comparisons — Other existing signage found throughout the County of Wellington

SIGNS 8

Physical Context
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Signage Comparisons — Existing signage of adjacent Counties, Regions and Cities

SIGNS 9

Physical Context
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Part B: Stakeholder Consultation

This section captures the broad community and stakeholder consultation
incorporating survey, focus group and interview techniques utilized for
defining a brand for the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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A General Framework for ‘defining a brand’.....
(Developing Stakeholder Consultation)

Consultation

VISION
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BRAND
Who are we
and how do
we perceive
ourselves?

S
LUE
VA

IMAG
E

A general goal
that satisfies the
question ‘Why are
we important?’

What
common
beliefs are
important to
us and effect
our success as a
community?

In developing a methodology for the stakeholder consultation portion for the This Way to Wellington Signage
Plan, vision, image and values were three areas queried and lends itself to a plausible ‘brand’ investigation
for County signage.
The consultations were designed to answer several questions:
•
•
•

What are important considerations in developing a sign programme for the County?
Who or what is Wellington County? What makes it unique?
What are the types of destinations and specific attractions that should be included in the programme?

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Stakeholder Consultation
The Wellington County signage plan analysis included broad community and stakeholder consultation incorporating a
community survey, focus group discussions and key stakeholder interviews. There were 490 participants engaged in
the consultation process.

Wellington County hosted four focus group meetings over two days, July 22 and August 5, 2015, in four locations;
Harriston, Fergus, Erin and Puslinch. The locations and dates were chosen to encourage wide participation. A total of
45 people participated in the four focus groups.
In addition, 16 key stakeholders completed in-depth discussions on the signage plan. These stakeholders included
representatives from member municipalities, business associations and tourism related businesses. They were
chosen in consultation with the project team and the member municipalities to represent the geographic and business
interests of the County.
All levels of consultation (survey, focus group, interviews) included similar questions. The surveys provided the
quantitative analysis while the focus group and interviews provided an opportunity to explore the participants’
responses in more detail adding a deeper level of understanding to the survey responses.

Goals for the Wellington County Signage Plan

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

Stakeholders were asked to describe their vision of a successful signage programme in Wellington County. They said
the programme would do the following:
• Inform visitors they are in Wellington County
• Orient visitors to where they are in the County
• Provide clear direction to attractions and communities
• Inform, promote and improve the visibility of the various landmarks, communities and attractions in the
County
Respondents indicated that a successful signage programme will reflect the unique identity, image and culture
of Wellington County. It will differentiate the County from neighbouring jurisdictions while incorporating member
municipalities’ signage programmes. Member municipalities and local businesses will embrace the programme.
The programme will be cohesive and consistent. The sign designs will be attractive, colourful, and distinctive.
The programme will increase traffic and business for the downtowns and establish Wellington County as a tourist
destination.

What’s working in Wellington County?
Stakeholders participating in the focus groups and interviews expressed little awareness of existing County signage.
They did note that the sign on highway 401 is attractive and effective. They referenced the consistent design
and practical nature of the MTO directional signs. They also praised the effectiveness of local municipal signage
programmes including Centre Wellington and Minto.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Consultation

There were 429 respondents to the online survey, providing a rich data source for the analysis. The survey was open
from June 22 to July 31, 2015. A link to the survey was posted on the Wellington County website. It was shared with
Wellington County member municipalities and their networks. The survey was promoted through ads in the local
community newspapers and radio. The survey was also available in hard copy at Wellington County libraries. The
detailed survey responses are included in the appendix.

What could be improved?
Stakeholders said they found the existing Wellington County signs to be plain and boring. They suggested adding
colour and using vibrant and fresh designs. They further recommended making the signs more prominent, increasing
the size and number of signs; particularly at gateways.
Stakeholders reported that they found existing municipal rules and regulations restrictive in regard to signage
type, context and location. Some identified the need for short-term signage. They encouraged the County and
municipalities to cooperate and ensure the County programme did not compete with the municipal programmes.

Characteristics of Wellington County
Wellington County is a diverse County with a broad set of attributes and experiences making it difficult to define
narrowly. To quote one of the stakeholders, “We haven’t put our finger on what Wellington County is as a brand.”
Several themes emerged from the consultations. Participants noted the diverse nature of the County and in particular
the blend of rural/ urban of the County. They referenced the distinct small towns throughout the County and the
natural beauty of the rural countryside with rolling hills and pristine lakes and rivers. They are proud of the strong
agricultural heart of the County with farms, agri-businesses and abundance of local foods and equine operations.
Participants also noted the many festivals and events in the County. The also identified the history and distinct
architecture of the County. They are proud of the friendly residents and safe welcoming communities of Wellington
County.
When asked to describe Wellington County with just three words, the top words chosen by survey respondents in
order of preference were: beautiful, friendly, rural, peaceful, scenic, charming, country, green, historic and agricultural.
Survey respondents were asked to use one sentence to promote Wellington County. The themes of outdoor beauty,
agriculture, quaint towns and villages, rural lifestyles, outdoor recreation, proximity to larger centres and friendly
communities was prominent throughout these sentences.
The following three sentences were among the 201 responses submitted:
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Wellington County is fresh flavours, quaint towns, natural landscape and local spirit.
With breath taking scenery, unique and interesting markets, robust trails, and activities for all ages, there is
always something new to discover in Wellington County.
A county of lush farmland, rolling hills, lakes, forests and small towns and villages with stone buildings and
friendly locals.

Unique characteristics of Wellington County
Defining the unique characteristics of Wellington County proved to be a more difficult task for the stakeholders.
Among the characteristics that made Wellington County distinct from other Counties in the region were the distinct
cultures and appearance of the small towns throughout the County. Participants noted the stone buildings (many
limestone), the Mennonite residents and the parks and trails in particular the Elora Gorge. Wellington County’s
proximity to large urban centres and the large number of municipal neighbours was also identified as a unique feature
of the County.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Consultation

Finally stakeholders recommended connecting existing destinations and Wellington County through the programme
to ensure that visitors know the attraction is in the County.

Destinations in Wellington County
Survey respondents were asked to distinguish between the many attractions in Wellington County by identifying those
places they were proud to share with visiting friends and families and the top five destinations in the County.

Despite a note in the introduction, which reminded respondents that Guelph was not part of Wellington County, 44
survey respondents said the city is one of the places they share with their visitors. The stakeholders did not make the
distinction between the County and the City of Guelph’s geographic boundaries. In fact, most respondents identified
Guelph as
an asset for
attracting and
visitors
to the arearounding
and saw an
forsurvey
Wellington
County by
to build
Additional
attractions
experiences
outopportunity
the top 10
responses
wordupon
count
Guelph’swere:
visitors
and
services.
rivers, Rockwood (Conservation area) and Drayton (Theater and town).

Additional attractions and experiences rounding out the top 10 survey responses by word count

Additionalwere:
attractions
experiences
rounding out area)
the topand
10 Drayton
survey responses
word
count were: rivers,
rivers,and
Rockwood
(Conservation
(Theaterbyand
town).
When
friends andarea)
family
visit,
where
in Wellington
County do you take them?
Rockwood
(Conservation
and
Drayton
(Theatre
and town).
Destination/ Activity
Word Count
When
in in
Wellington
County
do do
youyou
take
them?
When friends
friendsand
andfamily
familyvisit,
visit,where
where
Wellington
County
take
them?
Destination/ Activity
Word Count
Elora
199
Fergus
73
Elora
199
Erin
54
Fergus
73
Museum
52
Erin
54
Trails
51
Museum
52
Guelph
44
Trails
51
Rivers
29
Guelph
44
Rockwood
25
Rivers
29
Shopping
24
Rockwood
25
Drayton
22
Shopping
24
Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey
Drayton
22
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Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey

The focus group and interview participants had similar preferences for their top destinations with
visiting friends and relatives. They identified specific downtowns, natural landmarks, agri-culinary
The focus group and interview participants had similar preferences for their top destinations with
destinations including farmers’ markets and on-farm shops, outdoor recreation, festivals and
friends
and relatives.
They identified specific downtowns, natural landmarks, agri-culinary
The focusvisiting
group and
interview
events,
theatres
andparticipants
museums. had similar preferences for their top destinations with visiting friends and
relatives.destinations
They identifiedincluding
specific downtowns,
natural landmarks,
agri-culinary
destinations
including
farmers’and
markets
farmers’ markets
and on-farm
shops, outdoor
recreation,
festivals
and on-farm
shops,
outdoor
recreation,
festivals
and
events,
theatres
and
museums.
events, theatres and museums.
Analyzing the survey responses by category, survey residents indicated that outdoor recreation and
Analyzing
the survey
category,
survey
residents
indicatedfor
that
outdoor
recreation
and towns were by far
towns
wereresponses
by far theby
most
popular
types
of attractions
friends
and
relatives.
theofsurvey
responses
by category,
survey residents indicated that outdoor recreation and
the most Analyzing
popular types
attractions
for friends
and relatives.
townsfriends
were and
by far
thevisit,
mostwhere
popular
types of attractions
fortake
friends
and
When
family
in Wellington
County do you
them?
(byrelatives.
category)
When friends and family visit, where in Wellington County do you take them? (by category)
Category
Mentions
When friends
and family visit, where
in Wellington County do you take them? (by category)
Outdoor
recreation
167
Category
Mentions
Towns
149
Outdoor recreation
167
Restaurants
49
Towns
149
History
47
Restaurants
49
Farmers market
42
History
47
Shopping
36
Farmers market
42
Festivals and Events
34
Shopping
36
Theatre
26
Festivals and Events
34
Drives
11
Theatre
Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey 26
Drives
11
Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey

Survey respondents were then asked to identify the top five attractions in Wellington County. The
Elora Cataract was the most popular survey answer by word count, followed closely by Elora Gorge.
respondents
were
then asked
to identify
the top five attractions in Wellington County. The2-11
County of Survey
Wellington
— This Way
to Wellington
Signage
Plan
Town names dominated the list including Elora, Erin, Mount Forest, Drayton and Palmerston.
Elora Cataract was the most popular survey answer by word count, followed closely by Elora Gorge.

Consultation

Elora, (including the downtown and Gorge) was the most popular choice, followed by the towns of Fergus and Erin.
52 survey respondents noted the museum in Wellington County as a popular destination.

Survey respondents were then asked to identify the top five attractions in Wellington County. The Elora Cataract was
the most popular survey answer by word count, followed closely by Elora Gorge. Town names dominated the list
including Elora, Erin, Mount Forest, Drayton and Palmerston. Guelph was also included in this list.

Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey
Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey

The importance of the downtown areas in the County becomes clear when the destinations are
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Wellington
County. and attractions
in the City of Guelph as important destinations for visitors to Wellington County.
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Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey
Source: Wellington County Signage Strategy Survey

Focus group participants were asked to identify the five most important points of interest and five
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least important for inclusion in the signage program.

Consultation

What Top 5 Destinations should be prominently featured on Wellington County maps and signage? (by word count)

Focus group participants were asked to identify the five most important points of interest and five least important
points of interest to include in Wellington County’s signage programme. Tourist attractions, downtowns, heritage
sites, galleries and museums topped the list. At the other end of the spectrum, places of worship, transit terminals,
commercial/ industrial centres and educational institutions were the least important for inclusion in the signage
programme.

Most important points of interest for the Wellington Signage Program
Points of Interest Categories
Most Important
Tourist Attractions
32
Downtowns
30
Heritage Sites
21
Galleries and Museums
16
Lakes and Waterways
15
Accommodations
13
Restaurants
12
Visitor Information Centres
12
Recreation Facilities
11
Trails
11
Source: Wellington County Focus Group Responses
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Least important points of interest for the Wellington Signage Programme

Least important points of interest for Wellington County Signage
Points of Interest
Least Important
Places of Worship
31
Transit Terminals
31
Commercial/ industrial
28
Centres
Educational Institutions
23
Medical Centres
15
Community Centres
12
Parking areas
12
Public Washrooms
12
Commercial/Shopping Centres
8
Restaurants
8
Source: Wellington County Focus Group Responses

Integrating County and Municipal Signage Programs
Stakeholders in the focus groups and interviews were asked to recommend strategies to integrate
the County and municipal programs. Many participants recommended building on the existing
municipal programs through collaboration and cooperation. They stressed the importance of
getting municipal support and buy-in for the County program.

Participants recommended using colour to distinguish County and municipal programs. They
recommended incorporating consistent size, layout, materials and colours that will compliment
local municipal signage. They also recommended incorporating unique community identifiers in the
County program. Many participants suggested including a statement such as “a proud community
County ofofWellington
This Way in
to the
Wellington
Signageidentification
Plan
Wellington—County”
community
text.
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Consultation

Most important points of interest for the Wellington Signage Programme

Integrating County and Municipal Signage Programmes
Stakeholders in the focus groups and interviews were asked to recommend strategies to integrate the County and
municipal programmes. Many participants recommended building on the existing municipal programmes through
collaboration and cooperation. They stressed the importance of getting municipal support and buy-in for the County
programme.
Participants recommended using colour to distinguish County and municipal programmes. They recommended
incorporating consistent size, layout, materials and colours that will compliment local municipal signage. They also
recommended incorporating unique community identifiers in the County programme. Many participants suggested
including a statement such as “a proud community of Wellington County” in the community identification text.

Consultation

Models to Consider
Interview and focus group participants were asked to identify what was working well in other communities. The
participants provided a long list for consideration. The list included the following elements and programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perth County – marking community borders
Elora – tourism signs
Bruce County – incorporating County and municipal branding, good design
Grey County, Dufferin County – way-finding
Dufferin County – cost sharing
Rhode Island – colour theming
Huron County – design
London, ON – short term signage
Waterloo – way-finding to downtowns
Minto – using similar colors and fonts tying communities together
Smith Falls – technology integration
Stowe Vermont – unique, cohesive look
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Overall programmes
•
Perth County
•
Mapleton
•
Huron County
•
Halton Region
•
Prince Edward Island
•
Niagara Falls
•
Waterloo County
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What This Tells Us...
1. Key Considerations
Rural Location: Small rural towns and villages are the central focus of the life in Wellington County;
Recreation: Outdoor recreation appealing to residents and attractive to tourists; Wellington County has abundant trails
and parks to be enjoyed all year;
Agriculture: food, markets, equine, fresh flavours

Natural Landscape: Made up of scenic rolling hills, pristine lakes and rives, and lush, green countryside, the natural
landscape has much to offer residents and visitors alike;
Festivals and Events: Cultural diversity and local spirit is embraced in the many festivals and cultural events;
Location: Wellington County is well positioned along some well travelled highways and has close bonds with the City
of Guelph;
Friendly, Welcoming, Charming: a few popular descriptors for the residents of Wellington County;
Safe, Peaceful, and Unique: a few popular descriptors for life in Wellington County.

2. Important Conclusions for Branding
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Respondents are enthusiastic supporters of a signage programme for Wellington County with the following objectives:
- Inform visitors they are in Wellington County
- Orient visitors to their location within the County
- Provide clear directions
- Promote key destinations.
Design and Image
Respondents stressed the need for a signage programme based on strong, consistent and cohesive design.
Wellington County’s image is tied to its natural beauty, rural landscapes and agriculture. Designs, colours and
materials that reflect these attributes would build upon these County strengths. Several stakeholders stated that the
County crest is not an accurate reflection of the character of Wellington County but they were not supportive of an
expensive branding exercise.
Towns Matter
The many downtowns in Wellington County are important as destinations for shopping, dining, festival and events
and launching points for outdoor recreation activities. The County’s towns and villages were also identified as tourist
destinations for their unique character and architecture. Stakeholders suggested using the signage programme to
encourage cross-pollination of visitors from one town to the next.
Destinations in Wellington County
Outdoor recreation sites including lakes and waterways are some of the most important tourism assets in the County.
Downtown Elora and the Elora Gorge are extremely popular destinations and have the potential as anchors for
the signage programme. Festivals and events are also an important part of the County’s asset mix. Respondents
recommended incorporating short-term signage into the sign programme to support the many successful tourism
festivals and events in the County.
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Consultation

Small Towns: As the foundation of urban living, Wellington County’s small quaint towns are studded with history and
signature limestone buildings;

Capitalize on Guelph
Respondents view Guelph and all of the city’s attractions as part of the tourism asset mix in Wellington County.
They encouraged the County to take advantage of Guelph’s popularity and larger population base with the County’s
signage programme.
Working with Municipalities
The respondents praised the various municipal signage programmes in Wellington County and stressed the
importance of cooperating and collaborating with the existing municipal programmes.
Incorporating Technology
Finally, respondents encouraged the County to expand on the signage programme to address navigation technology
such as GPS, Google Place, Google maps and other place based technology.

Embrace the Best,
Adjust the Rest

Friendly and
Welcoming

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

Stakeholders noted the following 			
important characteristics that amplified a
‘friendly and welcoming community’:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

proud of friendly residents
safe and welcoming communities
diverse cultural backgrounds
strong agricultural heart
year round festivals and events
fresh flavours, quaint towns
breath taking scenery
unique and interesting markets
activities for all ages
something new to discover
local spirit

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Consultation

Brand Themes: 2 Key Directions Emerged:

The Best:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

existing Municipal sign programmes
leadership and cooperation
identifiable blue signs
outdoor beauty
agriculture
quaint towns
rural lifestyle
outdoor recreation
proximity to urban centres
friendly communities

The Rest:
•
•
•
•

plain boring signs
poor connections
rules and regulations restrictive
delicate crest / coat of arms
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Connecting Back to the ‘Defining a Brand’ Framework...

VISION

Consultation

Friendly and
Welcoming

beautiful
friendly
rural
peaceful
scenic
charming
country
green
historic
agriculture

S
LUE
VA

I MAG
E

A sign program that
Informs, Orients, Directs, Promotes;
It should reflect the unique identity,
image and culture of Wellington
County.

Respect
Inclusion
Accessibility
Collaboration
Reliability
Sensitivity
Holistic

VISION

I MAG
E

Embrace the Best,
Adjust the Rest

Corporate ‘blue’
Standardized
‘No Frills’
Sophisticated
Crest

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Leadership
Inclusion
Cooperation
Accountability

S
LUE
VA
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A sign program that
Informs, Orients, Directs, Promotes;
It should reflect the unique identity,
image and culture of Wellington
County.
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Evolving a Direction

3

Identity and Branding Development
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This section provides the demonstration of the
potential thematic directions to be considered for
Wellington County signage.
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Evolving a Direction
Typically most signage includes shape, colour, identifiers and occasionally, a greeting. The process provides design
directions informed from ‘input’ and ‘observation’. Upon gaining understanding of the Municipalities/Community
signage and wayfinding programmes in addition to key findings from this project’s public consultation process the
following pages contain two preliminary themes considered as initial design development of Wellington County
signage and subsequent evolution. These two themes, while varied in “look”, conceptualizes the objectives of
informing visitors and guests that they are in Wellington County, orienting visitors to their locations within the county,
providing clear directions, assurance and, promoting key destinations within the County. Note these are ‘working’
ideas and were offered for consideration towards a ‘preferred’ direction for further theme and detailed design
development.

Evolving a Direction

Referencing Towns / Township Signage — Respecting Member Efforts
1. Recent Municipal Signage / Wayfinding Efforts

As the Municipalities and Communities situated in Wellington County endeavour to promote themselves
through visual means in their respective signage and markers, one can realize commonalities and it is these
commonalities that can be embraced and adapted within the County of Wellington Signage Plan.
The following are brief descriptions of ‘thematic brands’ for the seven member Municipalities in Wellington
County:
Township of Wellington North — Inclusive of cultural, geographic and tourism
forms to be utilized (adapted to) place ID, service, event and directional post-mount
wayfinding.

Township of Mapleton — ‘Rooted in tradition. Growing for the future.’ embodies
a comfortable and welcoming appearance and plays on patriotism and place with a
subtle form and colours.

Sign Design

PALMERSTON
Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

nt

Town of Minto — ‘Where your family belongs.’ harkens community, place and
connection. The Town’s logo clearly embodies family, unity and connections.

Park
Washroom
Park

Township of Centre Wellington — Centre Wellington’s Elora/Fergus Tourism logo
was integrated into simple, yet iconic detail armature, reflecting the natural, organic
and connected aspect of the Township. Recent signage further the use of this in
gateway markers.

fair grouns

ntity Cap

n Pro Bold

nage Plate

ct

lour Scheme
Signage Plate

Township of Guelph Eramosa — Guelph Eramosa Township has combined their
logo with a subtle curved nature of a landscape element — whether field or river.

Minto Green
CMYK: 57, 0, 100, 0
Transparency: 65%

Identity Cap
Minto Blue
CMYK: 96, 69, 0, 0
Transparency: 85%

01
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Township of Puslinch — The Township of Puslinch currently maintains a
standardized entry marker synonymous with current County and MTO colours for
base substrate, font and outline.

Evolving a Direction

Town of Erin — Erin is “where you feel naturally inspired and genuinely at home.”
Their logo is purposefully reserved, yet promotes “Erin” in large font incorporating
a small shamrock (three-leafed clover) connecting to Irish heritage. Signage and
promotions include a curved-cap.

Generally, for most of the County’s municipalities, an adherence to cultural, geographic and tourism symbols
identified the ‘place’. These tend to be subtle yet deliberate, unique yet connected, informal yet contrived.
Adopting and perhaps adapting these symbols is appropriate, demonstrates consistency in attitude between
the County and member municipalities, fits the geographical context, is befitting of the ‘place’, shows harmony,
communicates effectively, and perhaps most importantly, acknowledges initiatives and contributions by the County’s
Municipalities and Communities.

Early Theme Development (Broad)
Theme 1: Friendly Welcoming

Embraces the diverse nature of the county and in particular the blend of rural/urban found within Wellington County.
This theme, softer in style, references the distinct small towns and their connection to the rural countryside through
rolling hills, pristine lakes and rivers. Demonstrates pride in its strong agricultural heart. Its composition is safe,
friendly and welcoming – all terms offered by participants in the consultation process and currently evident through
forms and colours in the majority of Municipality/Community signage programs.
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Theme 2: Embracing the Best, Adjusting the Rest

Looking towards current graphic standards for the County including colour, font style, crest, etc., this theme provides a
conservative yet clean “look” for the proposed signage. There is a sensibility to its “less frills” style and it is evocative
of sophistication, quality, permanence.
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Natural Beauty
Rural
Countryside
Rolling Hills
Lakes and
Rivers
Rural / Urban
Farms
Food

History
Agriculture
Landscape
Rural

Safe
Friendly
Welcoming

Charming
Beautiful
Friendly
Peaceful
Scenic
Green
Country

3-4

Embraces the diverse nature of the County and in particular the blend of rural/urban found within
Wellington County. This theme, softer in style, references the distinct small towns and their
connection to the rural countryside through rolling hills, pristine lakes and rivers. Demonstrates
pride in its strong agricultural heart. Its composition is safe, friendly and welcoming – all terms
offered by participants in the consultation process and currently evident through forms and
colours in the majority of Municipality/Community signage programmes.

Early Theme Development 1 — Friendly Welcoming

County Inspiration

Evolving a Direction
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Welcome

Happy

Charming
Friendly
Safe
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Friendly Welcoming: Taking Cues

County Inspiration

Evolving a Direction
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+

Imagery
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diverse
rural
urban
small town
natural beauty
rolling hills
pristine lakes
and rivers
agriculture
food
equine
festivals
history
architecture
friendly
safe
welcoming

Stakeholder’s Terms

=

Design Forms
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Colours

Friendly Welcoming: Taking Cues

County Inspiration

Evolving a Direction
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Looking towards current graphic standards for the County including colour, font style, crest, etc., this
theme provides a conservative yet clean “look” for the proposed signage. There is a sensibility to its
“less frills” style and it is evocative of sophistication, quality, permanence.

Early Theme Development 2 — Embracing the Best, Adjusting the Rest

County Inspiration

Evolving a Direction
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Colours and Fonts to
follow County style

Add Coat of Arms

Loves County blue

Use Duke and Horse

Good if stylized more

Nice and clean

Stakeholder’s Terms
Design Forms
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Colours

Evolving a Direction

Preferred Concept

4
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This section embraces the two thematic directions identified in
Section 3 and further evolves them into a ‘preferred concept’
proposed for Wellington County gateway, public destination
and ‘pay-to-play’ forms of signage.
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Preferred Concept
Concept development expands on the two initial design directions provided in the previous section of this report and
the subsequent, numerous iterations of “what the sign could be like” – sketch demonstrations envisioning the sign’s
composition. To aid further determination of a “preferred” scheme, a committee-based survey queried preference
for design elements including shape, a primary identifier (image, Coat of Arms, crest, text) for the County, secondary
messaging, identifiers for the municipalities, etc.; these survey results can be found in the appendices in addition to
the many sign possibility demonstrations.

Preferred Concept

Generally, a preferred ‘look’ includes a subtly arched/curved top shape with a very subtle secondary background
image reminiscent of County landscape(s). The Coat of Arms was preferred as the County identifier, and a high
contrast font (white) on the sign’s accent colour was preferred as the municipal identifier.

Arched / Shaped
Top Panel

County
Identifier Text

County Identifier
Coat of Arms

Welcome to

Wellington
County
Centre
Wellington

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

Secondary Message
Screened Image

Rectilinear Bottom Panel

Member Municipality
Identifier Text

Preferred Concept

The following pages represent demonstrations of how the preference is applied and informs gateway, public
destination and ‘pay-to-play’ markers.
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Shoulder

Varies (min.
County Standard)
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County Primary Gateway Signage (Multi-Panel (3D Effect), Landscaped)

Roadway

2750mm

W
Wellington
ellington
C
County
ounty

Welcome
Welcome to
to

Centre
Centre
Wellington
Wellington

2125mm
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Preferred Concept
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Shoulder

Varies (min.
County Standard)
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County Primary Gateway Signage (Single Panel, Landscaped)

Roadway

2750mm

Wellington
County

Welcome to

Centre
Wellington

2125mm
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Preferred Concept
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Shoulder

Varies (min.
County Standard)
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County Primary Gateway Signage (Multi-Panel (3D Effect))

Roadway

2750mm

W
Wellington
ellington
C
County
ounty

Welcome
Welcome to
to

Centre
Centre
Wellington
Wellington
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3050mm

Preferred Concept
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Shoulder

Varies (min.
County Standard)
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County Secondary Gateway Signage (Single Panel)

Roadway

2750mm

Wellington
County

Welcome to

Centre
Wellington
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3050mm

Preferred Concept
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Shoulder
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County Directional Signage (Single Panel)

Roadway

Varies (min.
County Standard)

28
Mt. Forest

2750mm

5
15
26
Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

3050mm
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Shoulder
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County Pay-to-Play Signage (Single Panel)

Roadway

Varies (min.
County Standard)

2750mm

20

8
Fergus Golf Club
Elora Zipline

4

Highland Pines
Campground

3050mm
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Signage Location Recommendations,
Marketing Strategy and Budgets
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Implementation

Currently, 49 marker locations have been identified and are recommended for implementation throughout the 7
member municipalities of the County either as gateway or public destination directional signage – see the Signage
Locations Overview Map, this section. It is recommended that the gateway markers into the county be increased from
the existing 14 signs to 31 signs comprised of either primary and secondary markers – many existing portals, currently
without any County signage, have been noted to receive a marker towards heightening awareness of the County’s
geographic breadth.
In general the implementation of County Signage markers can be summed as:
Gateway Marker –Primary (G-P series)		
Gateway Marker-Secondary (G-S series)
Destination-Directional Marker (D series)

13
18
18

Phasing recommendations have been illustrated on subsequent mapping and should be read with the corresponding
phasing charts (by sign type). Pay-to-play signage (quantity and siting) will be determined through consultation with
business owners and operators. Detail of recommended budget for a phased implementation is shown below.
Sign Information
Sign Ref
G-P
G-S
D
P

Sign Description
Gateway Sign - Primary
Gateway Sign - Secondary
Directional Sign
Pay-to-Play Sign

Phase Information
No. of Phases
3
2
2
--

Total Signs
13
18
18
tbd

Budget Per Sign
$
6,000.00
$
3,500.00
$
2,500.00
$
2,500.00
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Phased Implementation Budget

Budget Detail (No.of Signs, Budget)
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Sign
Budget
Sign
Budget
Sign
Budget
10 $ 60,000.00
1
$
6,000.00
2
$ 12,000.00
8
$ 28,000.00 10 $ 35,000.00
0
4
$ 10,000.00 14 $ 35,000.00
0
TBD

22

$ 98,000.00

25

TBD

$ 76,000.00

2

$ 12,000.00

A ‘master listing’ of characteristics for each portal in Wellington County and subsequent marker assignment has been
included at the end of this section and denotes portal details (vicinity, direction entered, municipality, traffic volume,
roadway speed, existing marker and condition), which portal will receive marker(s), marker type and reference to
location on the respective mapping, anticipated siting locates (latitude/longitude info) and priority.
In general signage placement recommendations should respect the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhere to applicable by-laws and provincial regulations
Avoid the cluttering of numerous signs in a single vicinity
No sign should be placed in such a way that it obscures another sign beyond it.
Gateway signs should be placed within close proximity to the County boundary.
Ideally, when possible, adjacent gateway should be combined (ex. one gateway recognizing the County
and member community boundary rather than two signs in close proximity; creating less visual clutter and
potentially providing a cost savings); County to discuss with member municipalities.
Directional signs should be placed at integral decision points along a given travel route.
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Implementation

The implementation of a County-wide signage program for gateway, public destination and play-to-play signage
requires consideration related to siting, programme marketing and communications, budgeting, and priority phasing.
Previous sections in this report identified that Wellington County has 62 points of entry/exit (portals) situated
throughout the seven municipalities however only 14 of these portals has some form of County identification marker
(see Section 2, Map 3). Obviously prioritizing which, and the type of marker(s), if any, these portals should be
assigned requires careful considerations. In addition, public destination directional signage has been recommended
along the county’s more significant travel routes. Signage type ‘location criteria’ has been developed to aid
consideration of marker assignment – see general signage location criteria chart on following page.

Signage Location Criteria — General
1 Primary County
Gateway Sign (GP)

Description

Design Criteria

These signs introduce
visitors to Wellington
County.

• Message is restricted to County
• Locate near county boundary on county
name and / or approved County logo. maintained roads.
• Locate at intersection of county boundary
• Height of display shall not exceed and county maintained roadways with high
3m (top of display to surrounding
(>5000veh/day) traffic volumes
grade)
• Landscaped option available at very prime
• Portal Identity message is restricted portals.
to the name of the municipality.
• Width/length restricted to 6m.
• Exit message TBD
• Same criteria as GP - see above
• Exit message TBD

2 Secondary County
Gateway Sign (GS)

These signs identify
Wellington and supplement
the Primary Gateway Signs.

3 Public Destination
Directional (D)

• Same criteria as GP - see above
Provide directions to
County's, Municipalities and • Destination message is restricted to
name of destination and distance
Community destinations.
value.

Recommendations

OTM Guidelines (Book 8, Vol.1)
• "Boundary signs are installed as close
as practicable, to where limits of the
municipality cross the roadway". (page
128)
• "Two signs shall be installed, one for
each direction of travel on the roadway."
(page 128)

• Locate at intersections of County boundary
and paved county-maintained roadways with
medium (2500-5000 veh/day) traffic volume.

• Same criteria as above.

• Locate at intersections of County boundary
and paved county-maintained roadways with
medium (2500-5000 veh/day) traffic volume.

(• Refer to the County of Wellington
County Signage Policy)

• Locate at major decision points along route
in County.
• In the case that the attraction/amenity is
located off established routes, locate
upstream from intersection that connects
attraction/amenity to route.
• Locate according to local by-laws.

• Same criteria as GP - see above
• Locate at major decision points on county• Message is restricted to private
maintained roadways near private
vendor/attraction and distance value. vendor/attraction locations.
• Locate at county maintained intersections
where a high volume of potential
vendors/attractions exists.
• Locate according to local by-laws.

(• Refer to the County of Wellington
County Signage Policy)

Pay to Play
Directional information for
Directional Signage - single private
Single (PTP-S)
vendors/attractions.

• Same criteria as GP - see above
• Locate at major decision points on county• Message is restricted to private
maintained roadways near private
vendor/attraction and distance value. vendor/attraction locations.
• Locate according to local by-laws.

(• Refer to the County of Wellington
County Signage Policy)
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4 Pay to Play
Directional information for
Directional Signage - multiple private
Multiple (PTP-M)
vendors/attractions.
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109

6
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Note: Proposed Pay-to-Play Signage
(Not Shown — To Be Determined)

Proposed Directional Signage x18

Proposed Gateway Signage (Secondary) x18

Proposed Gateway Signage (Primary) x13

Legend:

9

89

89

109

6

7

7

6

18

124

6

7

401

124

6

125

24

25

19

(At Build-out)

Signage Locations
Overview Map
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Note: Proposed Pay-to-Play Signage
(Not Shown — To Be Determined)

Proposed Directional Signage x4

Proposed Gateway Signage (Secondary) x8

Proposed Gateway Signage (Primary) x10

Legend:

9

89

89

109

6

7

7

6

18

124

6

7

124

401

6

125

24

25

19

(2016 — 2017)

Phase 1
Signage Locations Map
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Note: Proposed Pay-to-Play Signage
(Not Shown — To Be Determined)

Proposed Directional Signage x14

Proposed Gateway Signage (Secondary) x10

Proposed Gateway Signage (Primary) x1

Legend (Phase 2):

9

89

89

109

6

7

7

6

18

124

6

7

124

401

6

125

24

25

19

Note: Phase 1 signage ‘faded” purposely
to better promote Phase 2 additions

(2017 — 2018)

Phase 2
Signage Locations Map
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Centre
Wellington

County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington

Primary Messaging
Puslinch
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Erin
Erin
Wellington North
Wellington North
Minto
Minto
Puslinch
Puslinch
Wellington North

Portal Location

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

The Primary Gateway Signs welcome visitors to the County of
Wellington and are distinct to the county. They are positioned
near county boundaries on County maintained roads of high
traffic volumes.

G - P1
G - P2
G - P3
G - P4
G - P5
G - P6
G - P7
G - P8
G - P9
G - P10
G - P11
G - P12
G - P13(h)

Reference

Sign Information
2016-2017
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

km/hr
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
100
100
80

10
60,000

1

Speed Limit

$

1
6,000

x

2017-2018

2

Phase

$

2
12,000

x
x

Beyond

3

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5-7

78,000

6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

Budget

They have now been further referenced with ‘ G-P1 ‘ to aid
description and organization. See following map.

Note: The Primary Gateway Signs have been illustrated with
this symbol ‘
‘ on the previous Signage Location maps.

Subtotal Signs by Phase
Budget by Phase $

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Existing Sign

Site Information

GP County Gateway Signage (Primary) — Information and Phasing

Wellington
County

Welcome to

Implementation
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23

89

7

12

109

6

89
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GP County Gateway Signage (Primary) — Locations

Centre
Wellington

G-P10

Wellington
County

Welcome to

G-P9

G-P8

109

6

G-P3

7

G-P7

G-P13

124

G-P4

G-P11

G-P2

7

6

18

6
401

G-P1

7

124

6

125

24

25

19

G-P5

G-P12

G-P6
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County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington
County of Wellington

Sign Information
Primary Messaging

Centre
Wellington

Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Erin
Centre Wellington
Centre Wellington
Centre Wellington
Centre Wellington
Mapleton
Mapleton
Mapleton
Mapleton
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Wellington North
Erin
Puslinch
Puslinch

Portal Location
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8
28,000

x

x

x
x

x

1
2016-2017
x
x
x

Subtotal Signs by Phase
Budget by Phase $

Site Information
Existing Sign
Speed Limit
km/hr
Yes
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
Yes
80
No
80
No
80
Yes
80
No
80
No
80
$

10
35,000

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

Phase
2
2017-2018

$

-

3
Beyond

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5-9

63,000

3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500

Budget

They have now been further referenced with ‘ G-S1 ‘ to aid
description and organization. See following map.

Note: The Secondary Gateway Signs have been illustrated with
this symbol ‘
‘ on the previous Signage Location maps.

GS County Gateway Signage (Secondary) — Information and Phasing

Positioned at secondary points of entry (ex: on arterial
County-maintained roadways into the county) these signs
will identify Wellington County and supplement the Primary
Gateway Signs.

G - S1
G - S2
G - S3
G - S4
G - S5
G - S6
G - S7
G - S8
G - S9
G - S10
G - S11
G - S12
G - S13
G - S14
G - S15
G - S16
G - S17
G - S18

Reference

Wellington
County

Welcome to

Implementation
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Centre
Wellington

G-S12

23

G-S11

7

12

109

6
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G-S9

G-S15

G-S10

GS County Gateway Signage (Secondary) — Locations

Wellington
County

Welcome to

9

89

89

6

G-S7

G-S8

109

7

7

6

18

124

401

6

G-S13

G-S16
G-S3

125

24

25

G-S2 G-S14

7

124

G-S17
G-S18

6

G-S1

G-S5

G-S6

G-S4

5-10

19
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Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations
Destinations

Puslinch
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Guelph Eramosa
Erin
Erin
Centre Wellington
Centre Wellington
Centre Wellington
Mapleton
Wellington North
Wellington North
Minto
Minto
Wellington North
Wellington North
Mapleton
Centre Wellington

Siting

D

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

These signs provide directional information to public
destination found throughout the county.

D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18

Reference

28

Mt. Forest

Sign Information
Messaging

5
15
26

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

4
14,000

x
x

x

1
2016-2017
x

Subtotal Signs by Phase
Budget by Phase $

Site Information
Existing Sign
Speed Limit
km/hr
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
No
80
$

14
49,000

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Phase
2
2017-2018

Directional Signage — Information and Phasing

$

-

3
Beyond

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

They have now been further referenced with ‘ D1
description and organization. See following map.

63,000

2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,500

Budget

‘ to aid

Note: The Secondary Gateway Signs have been illustrated with
this symbol ‘
‘ on the previous Signage Location maps.
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Mt. Forest

D13

23

Directional Signage — Locations

28

9

89

D17
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D

5
15
26

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

D14

D15

D10

7

12

109

6

D16

D12

89

D9

D18

6

D7

D11

D8

109

D2

7

7

6

18

D3

6

D1
401

7

124

6

D4

24

D6

25

D5

19
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Pay-to-Play Signage

23
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(Locations to be determined by County)

These signs will provide directional information to attractions
and points of interest found throughout the county.

PTP

20

8

Fergus Golf Club

Elora Zipline

4

Highland Pines
Campground

9

89

7

12

109

6

89

109

6

7

7

6

18

124

6
401

7

124

6

24

25

Pay-to-Play Signage

19
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Wellington County Signage Plan Marketing Programme
The task of developing the signage programme is just the first step in an effective signage plan. Successful
implementation requires a marketing and communications programme targeting a variety of audiences in order to
garner the awareness, support, engagement and participation necessary to successfully deliver on the objectives of
the plan.
The target audiences include County Council and staff, Municipal Councils and staff, Wellington business and tourism
attraction operators, business and tourism associations and the resident public. The objectives and tactics for each
target audience vary.

County Council
County Council will provide the foundational support needed to build and sustain the signage plan. Without the
acceptance and commitment of County Council the signage programme will not succeed. County Council’s support
begins with the adoption of the This Way to Wellington Signage Plan (Draft Final) in principle. Council will want to
understand how this plan aligns and supports the overall economic development objectives for Wellington County. As
stewards of the County’s direction and budget, Council should be informed of the programme’s potential to support
the County’s tourism and economic development efforts. As representatives of the municipalities in Wellington County,
Council will also want information on the ways the programme supports their municipal signage programmes. Council
will also need regular updates on signage plan milestones including initial sign production, the programme launch
event, key installation dates and promotional activities.

Messaging
•

•
•

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

•
•

The signage programme’s objectives are to:
• Inform visitors they are in Wellington county
• Orient visitors to where they are in the county
• Provide clear direction to attractions and communities
• Inform, promote and improve the visibility of landmarks, communities and attractions in the County
The signage programme supports Wellington County’s tourism and economic development efforts
The signage programme was developed in consultation with key businesses, the Wellington County
municipalities and other key stakeholders
The signage programme works in harmony with existing municipal programmes
Updates on programme status, milestones and events

Marketing and Communications Tools
The primary communications tool for County Council is the Report to Council. Following approval by Council for
the programme, we recommend providing regular updates on the programme as part of the overall economic
development reports. These updates would include the more practical implementation elements including a signage
by-law for approval and presenting the first signs at a Council event. We also recommend ensuring Council is
informed and included in the communications programmes targeting other community stakeholders. Council members
can play a key role in a launch event for the programme. The key tools for Council include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reports to Council
Budget reports
By-laws
Launch event
Open houses/ networking events
Presentations
Sign Samples
Signage Strategy
Year in review

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Implementation

The following section outlines the various target audiences and their specific objectives, key messages and tactics.

County Staff
County staff will have the task of supporting, promoting and implementing the signage plan. Staff will be particularly
concerned with their responsibilities in implementation of the programme and how it may affect their operations.

Messaging
•
•
•

The signage plan was developed after consultation with the community
The plan has been approved by County Council
Information on staff requirements, deliverables, programme specifications, sign specifications and timelines

Marketing and Communications Tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation

Primary communications with this cohort will be internal in nature. The staff responsible for producing and installing
the signs will need copies of the Report to Council, approved strategy and related by-laws. The sign shop will be
a key participant in the programme launch and will be responsible for working in cooperation with the economic
development office for programme implementation. The key tools for this target group include:
Approved Signage Strategy
Budget reports
Bylaws
Implementation Plan
Presentations to Council and staff
Report to Council
Sign order forms

Municipal Councils and Staff
The municipalities of Minto, Centre Wellington, Mapleton, Guelph Eramosa and Erin have pre-existing signage
programmes. Feedback from the community consultation process made it clear that the community wanted a County
signage plan that complemented these municipal plans. The municipalities are more directly connected with the
businesses and tourist attractions in the County and their support and promotion of the County plan will be very
important to the success of the ‘pay to play’ destination signage programme.

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

Messaging
•
•
•
•
•
•

The signage plan supports the County’s tourism and economic development efforts
The programme was developed in consultation with the municipalities
The plan was designed to support existing municipal programmes
Let’s work together to support your businesses, attractions and events
Here’s how you can help
Information on programme specifics and promotion

Marketing and Communication Tools
With the dual roles of promoter and participant in the tourism signage programme, clear communication with municipal
Councils and staff is paramount. The municipalities will play a key part in supporting the programme and promoting
the ‘pay to play” destination signage component to their constituents. The key tools for this group include:
•
•
•
•

County Website
Economic Development Newsletter
Launch Event
Media Release

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking Events
Newsletter
Presentations to Councils, Municipal Economic Development Committee
Programme brochure (digital and print)
Sign Order Forms
Sign Samples
Sign strategy
Targeted Email
Year in Review

Networks consisting of businesses and tourism attractions and events in Wellington County vary in size, structure and
mandate. The cohort includes Chambers of Commerce, Destination Marketing Organizations (local and regional),
Regional Tourism Organizations, Business Improvement Areas, Historical Associations and many more. They all have
a role to play in creating awareness of the signage programme and promoting it to their members.

Messaging
•
•
•
•

The signage plan supports the County’s tourism and economic development efforts
Let’s work together to support your programmes and members
Here’s how you can help
Information on programme specifics and promotion

Marketing and Communication Tools
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This cohort is similar to the municipalities in that they provide an important role in promoting the signage programme.
The required level of detail regarding the strategy and the background is much lower than that of the municipalities
however. The communications and marketing should be tailored to address their need for simple and brief
communications. The key communications tools include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County maps
County website
Launch event
Media release
Newsletter
Presentations to membership
Programme brochure
Sign order forms
Social media
Targeted email
Year in review

Businesses, Tourism Attractions and Events
The business, tourism attraction and events group are the main beneficiaries of the ‘pay to play’ destination signage
programme. The primary goals for this target audience are awareness and promotion of the signage programme.
This audience is particularly challenging to reach. They are busy managing their organizations and are inundated with
competing messages.

Messaging
•
•
•

The signage plan programme supports your tourism related business, attraction or event
Here’s how you can participate
Programme requirements and specifics

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Implementation

Business and Tourism Organizations

Marketing and Communication Tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County website
Economic development networking events
Launch event
Media release
Municipal and business association websites and social media
Networking events
Newsletter
Other business association communications channels
Paid advertising
Programme brochure
Sign order forms
Social media
Year in Review

General Public
Wellington County residents contribute to the Wellington County Signage Plan through their taxes. The aim of the
communications with this target audience is to create awareness of the programme and to demonstrate the County’s
contribution to supporting tourism and economic development.

Messaging
•

•
•

The signage programme’s objectives are to:
• Inform visitors they are in Wellington County
• Orient visitors to where they are in the county
• Provide clear direction to attractions and communities
• Inform, promote and improve the visibility of landmarks, communities and attractions in the county
The signage programme supports tourism and economic development efforts
Here’s another way to get to know Wellington County

Marketing and Communication Tools
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One of the many reasons tourists come to Wellington County is to visit friends and family. The tools will incorporate
the dual roles as residents and as hosts to their guests/ tourists. The tools for this cohort will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County maps
County website
Media release
Public open houses and networking events
Social media
Tourism communications programmes
Other websites
Paid advertisements
Social media
Web based tools (ie Story maps)
Year in review

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Implementation

A consistent, cohesive long-term, multi-channel programme is essential to reach this cohort. This programme also
relies on promotion through their municipality as well as their business and tourism association networks.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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General Public

Businesses, Tourism
Attractions & Events

Business & Tourism
Organizations

Municipal Councils &
Staff

County Staff

County Council

Marketing Plan Audiences and Tactics
Marketing
Plan Audiences and Tactics
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Budget Reports
By-laws
County Maps
County Website
Ec Dev Newsletter
Implementation Plan
Launch Event
Media Release
Networking Events
Newsletter
Other Assoc. Communications

Implementation

Other Websites
Paid Advertising
Presentations
Programme Brochure
Report to Council
Sign Order Forms
Sign Samples
Sign Strategy
Social Media
Targeted Email
Web-based tools
Year in Review

Wellington County Pay to Play Programme Options
Pay to Play programmes as their name implies, require participants to contribute to the cost of the activity. Tourist
oriented destination signage programmes provide an opportunity for attractions and businesses to promote their
location. The attraction and the municipality or jurisdiction typically shares the cost of the programme.
The types of attractions included in these pay to play programmes varies slightly by region. For purposes of
comparison, this report has detailed the programme eligibility criteria and eligible destinations for three jurisdictions
that are similar to Wellington County; the Municipality of Chatham-Kent, Elgin County and Halton Region as well as
the provincial Tourism Oriented Destination Signing (TODS) Programme.

Ontario

Elgin

Middlesex

Halton

Varies by destination type. Full
listing at
canadatods.interstatelogos.com
Ie. Eligibility for Rural Downtowns
includes the following
requirements:

Only tourist-based businesses
and facilities listed in Appendix
“A” will be permitted to erect
tourism signage on County
roads.

Only those tourist-based
businesses and facilities listed
in Appendix “A” and “B” will be
permitted to erect tourism
signage on County roads.

Mandatory

ii) The tourist-based operation
and/or facility must be
accessible by a road open to
the general public.

b) The tourist-based business
and/or facilities must be
accessible by a road open to
the general public.

iii) A seasonal tourist operation
must be open during a specific
season with set days and hours
of operation; no indeterminate
tourist operation is eligible for
tourism signage.

c) A seasonal tourist business
must be open during a specific
season with set days and hours
of operation; no indeterminate
tourist operations are eligible
for tourism signage.

iv) The tourist-based operation
must have a reception
structure such as a controlled
gate, staff reception and
orientation point or
permanent interpretation
panels or displays and have
adequate off road parking.

d) The tourist-based business
must have a reception
structure such as a controlled
gate, staff reception and
orientation point or
permanent interpretation
panels or displays.

- Meet basic criteria
- Be a not-for-profit organization
- Provide a motion approved by
the municipal council in the
municipality in which the sign is
to be located that supports the
application for signage:
- Have a population of less than
10,000;
- Be eligible for signing off a rural
freeway or highway;
- Retail district has at least 25
retailers within at least 4 sectors
within (NAICS) from the following
list:
- Furniture and Home Furnishings
Stores (NAICS 442)
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- Electronics and Appliance Stores
(NAICS 443)
- Food and Beverage Stores
(NAICS 445)
- Health and Personal Care Stores
(NAICS 446)
- Clothing and Clothing
Accessories Stores (NAICS 448)
- Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book
and Music Stores (NAICS 451)

v) The operation must comply
with all applicable federal,
provincial and municipal laws
and regulations.
vi) The tourism signage must
not detract or interfere with
other traffic control devices.
vii) The signage must not
interfere with visibility at
intersections or entrances.

e) The tourism signage must
not detract or interfere with
other traffic control devices.
f) The signage must not
interfere with visibility at
intersections or entrances.
g) If the tourist business is
located on a local municipal
road, the local municipality
must agree to allow signs on or
along its roads to complete the
sequence of signs to the
tourist business’ location.

- General Merchandise Stores
(NAICS 452)
- Miscellaneous Store Retailers
(NAICS 453)
- Arts, Entertainment and
Recreation (NAICS 71)

Implementation

Program
EligibilityComparatives
Comparison
Jurisdiction
— Programme Eligibility

- Complies with all applicable
federal, provincial and
municipal legislation.
- Adheres to the safety
standards and procedures that
apply to the industry to which
it belongs.
- Serves predominantly
transient customers.
- Open to the general public.
- Accessible by public roads.
For Consideration:
- Open for at least 12
consecutive weeks a year and
5 days a week.
- A reception structure.
- A controlled gate.
- A staffed reception and
orientation point.
- Permanent interpretation
panels or displays.
- Advertises its location,
operating season & hours,
contact information and
facilities in the following
media:
Special Treatment
- Located in the rural area
within the Town of Milton.
- Member of the Escarpment
Country Programme
sponsored by the Milton
Chamber of Commerce.
- A member of the Ontario
Farm Fresh Organization.

- Accommodation and Food
Services (NAICS 72)

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Jurisdiction
Comparatives — Eligible Destinations
Eligible Destinations
Ontario

Elgin

Middlesex

Halton

Bicycle Rental Operations

Antique Dealers

Arena and Community Centres

Air fields and flying operations

Boat Cruises

Banquet Halls

Boat Launches

Boat Rentals & Charters

Boat Launches

Boat Rentals and Charters

Antiques, craft and art
galleries

Campgrounds

Boat Rentals and Charters
(canoes, kayaks, sailboats,
rowboats, motorboats)

Campgrounds

Conservation Areas
Cultural Centres
Destination Accommodations
Developed Natural Sites
Duty Free Shops
Farm Based Tourism
Attractions
Farmer's Markets
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Federal Historical Sites

Campgrounds
Casinos
Conference Centres
Craft Centres
Cultural Centres
Destination accommodations,
resorts, and inns
Equestrian Facilities

Federal Parks

Farm-based Tourist
Attractions

Flying Operations

Farmers Market’s

Golf courses

Fishing

Heritage Conservation
Districts

Golf Courses (Open to the
Public)

Historical sites

Casinos
Craft Centres
Cultural Centres
Developed Natural Sites
Farm-based Tourist
Attractions
Farmers Markets (>10,000 sq.
ft.)
Federal Parks
Fishing
Golf Courses (Public)

Campgrounds
Conservation areas and parks
Destination accommodations,
resorts, and inns
Downtown areas, hamlets and
villages
Equestrian facilities
Farm based tourist attractions
Farmers markets
Heritage conservation districts
Historic/archaeological sites

Historical Sites

Interpretative centres
(industrial, specialty, or
nature)

Interpretive Centres

Major sport facilities

Live Theatres

Marinas

Hotels & Bed & Breakfasts

Major Tourist Attractions

Museums

Interpretation/Craft Centres

Interpretive Centres

Marinas

Other

Lodges and Outpost Camps

Live Theatres

Motor Speedways

Performance theatres

Marinas

Major Sport Facilities

Murals

Provincial parks

Museums

Major Tourist Attractions

Museums

Public golf courses

Natural sites and trails

Marinas

Picnic Areas

Public trails

Outfitters

Motor Speedways

Provincial Parks

Performance Theatres

Raceways

Public Art Galleries

Theme tourist attraction and
theme parks

Provincial
Historical/Archaeological Sites

Restaurants or Foodservice
Establishments

Public Beaches

Provincial Parks

Shopping Store Locations

Public Archives

Skiing

Public Art Galleries

Sports Fields

Public Beaches

Swimming Pools

Public Golf Courses (9 holes+)

Transit Terminals

Racetracks (horse, motor, gokarts)

Wineries

Travel Information Centres

Zoos

Hiking Trails

Implementation

Casinos

Botanical gardens

Tourist information centres

Raceways

Transient accommodations,
hotels, and bed & breakfast

Scenic Lookouts

Winter sport facilities

Shopping and Tourist Districts

Zoos

Skiing
Sports Fields
Swimming Pools
Tourism Information Centres
Trailer Courts
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Rental SCUBA Diving Centres

Transient Accommodations

Riding Operations

Zoo

Rural Downtowns
Ski Hills & Resorts

Public Services and Facilities

Snowmobile Trail Access
Points

Airports
Churches

Spas
Sports Parks & Leisure Games
Themed Parks/Similar
Attractions

Community Centres
Conservation Areas
Hospitals

Implementation

Libraries

Tourism-Designated Outlet
Malls

Municipal Offices

Tourist Cluster Attractions

Municipal Yards/Facilities

Transient Accommodations

Parking (Publicly Operated)

Water Theme Parks

Schools

Zoos and animal displays

Transit Terminals

*Destinations in blue are included in all four signage programs

Sign
attraction/business
businessand
andthe
themunicipality.
municipality.
Sign costs
costsare
aretypically
typically shared
shared between
between the tourist
tourist attraction/
The goal of these
programmes
is
not
typically
cost
recovery
but
the
fee
does
help
to
offset
the
production
and
installation
costs.
The goal of these programs is not typically cost recovery but the fee does help to offset the
production and installation costs.
The table below indicates the charge per sign for eligible programme participants:

The table below indicates the charge per sign for eligible program participants:
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Jurisdiction
— Charge Per Sign for Participating Attractions
Charge
per SignComparatives
for Participating Attractions
Ontario

Elgin

Middlesex

Halton

Freeway Major
attraction urban
$4,500, rural $3,900/
year

$200.00/ year.

$500 per sign for 24
months for standard
sign 240 x 60 cm

One-time application
fee plus annual
renewal fee
dependent on
location: Guelph Line
$758.27

Freeway regular
attraction urban
$600, rural
$300/year
Freeway composite
$180/year

$50.00 discount for
Elgin County Tourism
Members
Non-profit
organizations may
qualify for a Tourism
signage grant
program of
$150/sign/year.

$300 per sign for 24
months for 90 x 90
cm sign (low speed
rural)

Fifth Line $541.73
Lakeshore Road
$378.58

King’s highway major
attraction $240/year
King’s highway
regular attraction
$153/year
Trailblazer high
speed $153, low
speed $60/year

County
of Wellington —Criteria
This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
Recommended
for Wellington County
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Recommendations for Wellington County’s ‘Pay to Play’ Programme
The Wellington County tourism oriented destination signage programme is an opportunity for Wellington County to
work cooperatively with the tourism destinations and tourism related businesses to increase the County’s tourism
potential. The following recommendations combine the input received during the Wellington County Sign Programme
stakeholder consultation process with the best practice of similar jurisdictions as outlined above.
Programme Eligibility Criteria

•
•
•
•
•

Open to the general public.
Accessible by public roads.
Open set days and set hours of operation
Must have a reception structure (gate, staff reception, orientation point) permanent interpretation panels or
displays
Have adequate off-road parking

Eligible Destinations
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The following attractions and tourism related businesses are recommended for participation in the Wellington County
Pay to Play programme:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boat Rentals and Charters
Campgrounds
Casinos
Conservation Areas
Cultural Centres
Developed Natural Sites
Downtown areas, hamlets and villages
Equestrian facilities
Farm Based Tourism Attractions
Farmers’ Markets
Fishing
Golf Courses (Public)
Heritage conservation districts
Hiking Trails
Historic/archaeological sites
Historical sites
Hotels & Bed & Breakfasts
Interpretive Centres
Lakes & Waterways
Live Theatres
Major sport facilities
Marinas
Motor Speedways
Museums
Natural sites and trails
Performance theatres
Provincial Parks
Public Art Galleries
Public Beaches
Public golf courses
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In order to be eligible to participate in the Wellington County tourism oriented destination signage programme,
attractions and businesses should meet the following criteria:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public trails
Racetracks (horse, motor, go-karts)
Scenic Lookouts
Tourism Information Centres
Tourist Attractions
Transient Accommodations
Travel Information Centres
Zoos and animal displays

We recommend establishing an annual fee of $250 per sign for ‘in-county’ participants in the tourism destination
signage programme.
Combining multiple destinations on one sign will reduce the County’s sign production costs. It is therefore recommended
that Wellington County focus its promotion and commitment efforts by municipality during the early phases of the
programme implementation to maximize the impact with the existing funds.
Several established destination signage programmes have instituted an annual signage programme deadline in late
fall for spring installations. Wellington County may wish to establish a similar system once the ‘pay to play’ programme
reaches a certain threshold of adoption.
Given Wellington County has the highest number of municipal neighbours in the province, having tremendous
destinations too, it may be presented with an opportunity to include ‘out-of-county’ participants within this programme.
It is recommended that ‘out-of-county’ participants within 25kms of a Wellington County Portal be considered upon
application in addition to the Programme Eligibility Criteria noted for Wellington County based tourism destination
attractions and businesses. It is also recommended that these participants be subjected to an annual $300 fee.
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Note: Out-of-county participants not to ‘take space’ from ‘in-county’ participants.
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Costs to Participate

Master List

Signage / Marker Assignment
This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Master List ‐‐ Marker Assignment & Implementation
08Feb2016

Portal Descrip.
(General Vicinity)

Entry
Direction

Municipality
(Town/Twp/Muni)

Traffic
Count
(H, M, L)

1

Cty Rd 124/ east of Brant Ave (Guelph)

NW

Guelph Eramosa 1

M

50

2

Cty Rd 38/ north of Jessica Ln (Guelph)

NW

Guelph Eramosa 2

L

60

3

Hwy No 6/ North Guelph

N

Guelph Eramosa 3

H

70

Existing
Marker / Signage
(County)
(Municipal)
x

x

4

Cty Rd 39/ Silvercreek

N

Guelph Eramosa 4

M

x

Cty Rd 86/ Woodlawn Rd

NW

Guelph Eramosa 5

M

x
x

6

Cty Rd 86/ Splint Rd

E

Guelph Eramosa 6

M

7

Cty Rd 30/ Woolwich‐Guelph TL

E

Guelph Eramosa 7

L

8

Hwy No 7/ east of Township Rd 3

W

Guelph Eramosa 8

H

80

9

Hwy No 7/ Woolwich‐Guelph Townline

E

Guelph Eramosa 9

H

80

x

10

Cty Rd 31

W

Guelph Eramosa 10

L
70

x

100

x

11

Cty Rd 124/ Whitelaw Rd

S

Guelph Eramosa 11

H

12

Cty Rd 124/ Township Rd 1

E

Guelph Eramosa 12

H

13

Cty Rd 34/ Townline Rd (33)

E

Puslinch 1

M

14

Hwy 401 (West side)

N

Puslinch 2

H

15

Cty Rd 33 (south of Hwy 401)

S

Puslinch 3

H

Puslinch 4

M

Cty Rd 35/ Gore Rd

N

x

G‐S1

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.34'40"N

80.14'47"W

1

‐‐

x

G‐P4, D3

Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.34'16"N

80.16'50"W

1

G

x

G‐P3, D‐2

Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.51'31"N

80.35'08"W

1

F

x

G‐P2

Gateway ‐ Primary

43.28'07"N

80.18'15"W

1

G

x

G‐P11

Gateway ‐ Primary

43.46'87"N

80.18'15"W

1

x
x
x
x

G‐S18

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.28'22"N

80.11'21"W

2

G‐S17

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.29'13"N

80.10'15"W

2

G‐S13

Gateway ‐ Primary

43.25'37"N

80.04'57"W

1

G‐P12

Gateway ‐ Primary

43.28'22"N

80.02'24"W

3

x
x

G‐S2

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.33'45"N

80.12'31"W

1

G‐S14

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.34'20"N

80.09'08"W

2
1, 2

x
x

x
x

Cty Rd 35/ Concession 4

S

Puslinch 5

L

Hwy No 6 (Hanlon)/ Maltby Rd

N, S

Puslinch 6

H

80

‐‐

19

Brock Rd (Old Hwy No 6)/Maltby Rd

S

Puslinch 7

H

70

‐‐

20

Hwy No 6/ Maddaugh Rd

N

Puslinch 8

H

80

x

21

Hwy 401 (East side)

W

Puslinch 9

H

100

x

22

Cty Rd 36/ Concession 11

W

Puslinch 10

L

23

Cty Rd 34/ Naddagaweya‐Puslinch TL

W

Puslinch 11

L

24

Cty Rd 37/ Naddagaweya‐Puslinch TL

W

Puslinch 12

L

25

Cty Rd 37 (Arkell Rd)

E

Puslinch 13

L

x

G
G

26

Cty Rd 41 (Watson Rd S)

S

Puslinch 14

L

27

Hwy No 7 (East Guelph)

E

Guelph Eramosa 13

H

70

‐‐

28

Cty Rd 29 (Eden Mills)

N

Guelph Eramosa 14

M

80

‐‐

29

Cty Rd 44/ Eramosa‐Milton TL

N

Guelph Eramosa 15

L

30

Hwy No 7/ Eramosa‐Erin TL

N

Guelph Eramosa 16

M

31

Cty Rd 125/ Halton‐Erin TL

N

Erin 1

H

80
80

Cty Rd 24 (Trafalgar Rd)/Cty Rd 42

N

Erin 2

M

Cty Rd 25 (Winston Churchill Rd)/ Cty Rd 42

N, W

Erin 3

L

34

Cty Rd 52/ Cty Rd 25

W

Erin 4

M

35

Cty Rd 124/ Cty Rd 25

W

Erin 5

H

36

Cty Rd 22/ Cty Rd 25

W

Erin 6

L

x

‐‐

x
x
x

G

‐‐
x

Gateway ‐ Secondary, Directional

43.37'39"N

80.05'12"W

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.38'55"N

80.04'00"W

2

G‐P5, D‐5

Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.41'49"N

80.00'47"W

1

x

G‐P6, D‐6

Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.48'10"N

80.03'36"W

1

G‐S4

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.49'08"N

80.11'09"W

1

G‐S5

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.46'49"N

80.16'42"W

2

G‐S6

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.48'16"N

80.18'47"W

2

G

x
x
x
x

43.51'28"N

80.23'26"W

1

‐‐

x

44.01'31"N

80.26'26"W

2

‐‐

x

43.59'33"N

80.34'04"W

2, 2

x

G

x

G‐P8, D15 Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.59'41"N

80.45'19"W

1, 1

x

G

x

G‐P9, D14 Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.58'28"N

80.59'21"W

1,1

‐‐

x

G‐P10, D‐13 Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional

43.49'53"N

80.52'16"W

1, 2

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.41'57"N

80.52'23"W

1

G‐S11, D‐10 Gateway ‐ Secondary, Directional

43.37'26"N

80.41'41"W

2, 2

x

G

x

x

x

Cty Rd 24/ Erin‐Garafraxa TL

S

Erin 7

H

80

x

‐‐

Cty Rd 18/ East‐West Garafraxa TL

W

Centre Wellington 1

H

80

x

‐‐

39

Cty Rd 19/ East‐West Garafraxa TL

W

Centre Wellington 2

L

80

x

‐‐

40

Cty Rd 109/ East‐West Luther TL

W

Wellington North 1

H

80

Cty Rd 15/ East‐West Luther TL

W

Wellington North 2

L

Hwy No 89/ East‐West Luther TL

W

Wellington North 3

M

43

Hwy No 89/ Cty Rd 16

S

Wellington North 4

M

44

Hwy No 89/ Cty Rd 14

S

Wellington North 5

M

45

Cty Rd 6 (Sligo Rd E)

SW

Wellington North 6

L

x
x

80
50
80

x

46

Hwy No 6 (north Mt. Forest)

SE

Wellington North 7

H

47

Cty Rd 3/ Minto‐Normanby TL West

S

Minto 1

L

48

Cty Rd 1/ Minto‐Normanby TL West

S

Minto 2

L

49

Hwy No 9/ Howick‐Minto TL

SE

Minto 3

H

80

x

50

Cty Rd 87/ Howick‐Minto TL

E

Minto 4

M

80

x

G‐P7, D‐11 Gateway ‐ Primary, Directional
G‐P13(h)

Gateway ‐ Primary (Hybrid)

G‐S15, D‐16 Gateway ‐ Secondary, Directional

x

51

Cty Rd 4

E

Minto 5

H

80

52

Cty Rd 8/ Toronto St (Palmerston)

NW

Minto 6

M

80

53

Cty Rd 8/ Cty Rd 9

SE

Mapleton 1

L

80

x

‐‐

54

Cty Rd 9/ Cty Rd 86

NE

Mapleton 2

M

80

x

‐‐

x

55

Cty Rd 10/ Cty Rd 86

NE

Mapleton 3

L

80

56

Cty Rd 11/ Cty Rd 86

NE

Mapleton 4

L

80

57

Cty Rd 12/ Cty Rd 86

NE

Mapleton 5

M

80

x

‐‐

x

58

Cty Rd 86/ Cty Rd 85

NW

Mapleton 6

H

80

59

Cty Rd 86/ Blind Line

N

Mapleton 7

M

80

60

Cty Rd 17

N, NE

Mapleton 8

M

80

x

‐‐

61

Cty Rd 18 (Northfield)

NE

Centre Wellington 3

H

80

x

‐‐

62

Cty Rd 21/ Weisenberg Rd

NE

Centre Wellington 4

M

80

x

‐‐

Hwy No 6 (Hanlon)/ Hwy 401

N

Puslinch 15

H

80

Hwy No 6 (north of Fergus)

Centre Wellington 5

H

80

Non‐portal

G‐S16

x

37

41

G‐S3, D‐4

x
80

38

42

Priority
(Phase)

G

17

33

Siting Location
(Approximate)
Latitude
Longitude

Proposed
County Marker
Recommended

18

32

Proposed Marker Reference
Key
Reference
Description

Condition
(G, F, P)

x

5

16
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Roadway
Speed
(km/hr)

Implementation

County
Portal

Hwy No 6 (north of Arthur)

Wellington North 8

H

80

Cty Rd 7 (south of Teviotdale)

Minto 7

H

60

Cty Rd 7(north of Elora)

Centre Wellington 6

H

80
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

G‐S12

G‐S10

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.35'33"N

80.36'37"W

2

G‐S9

Gateway ‐ Secondary

43.41'23"N

80.33'24"W

2

G‐S8, D‐9

Gateway ‐ Secondary, Directional

43.39'01"N

80.30'11"W

1, 2

G‐S7, D‐8

Gateway ‐ Secondary, Directional

43.36'58"N

80.27'16"W

1

G‐P1

Gateway ‐ Primary

43.27'13"N

80.10'43"W

1

D‐7

Directional

43.43'27"N

80.24'17"W

2

D‐12

Directional

43.50'13"N

80.33'12"W

2

D‐17

Directional

43.50'34"N

80.45'28"W

2

D‐18

Directional

43.41'19"N

80.26'42"W

2

5-24
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This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Reference All Signs
Reference All Signs
General Requirements
Finishes

02-1 Public Destination Directional - Rural
02-2 Pay-to-Play

Directional Signage:

6-1

FAB-1-1 County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) Multi Panel (3D Effect), Landscaped
FAB-1-2 County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) Single Panel, Landscaped
FAB-1-3 County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) Multi Panel (3D Effect)
FAB-1-4 County Gateway Signage - Secondary (SP) Single Panel

Gateway Signage:

FAB-1
FAB-2
FAB-3
FAB-4

General Signage Information:

Table of Contents

(Gateway, Public Destination, Pay-to-Play)

Sign Fabrication Specifications and User Manual

County of Wellington

6
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Centre
Centre
Wellington
Wellington

Centre
Centre
Wellington
Wellington

Signage Reference

County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) - Multi Panel (3D Effect)

W
Wellington
ellington
C
County
ounty

Welcome
Welcome to
to

County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) Multi Panel (3D Effect), Landscaped

W
Wellington
ellington
C
County
ounty

Welcome
Welcome to
to

FAB-1

County Gateway Signage - Secondary (GS) - Single Panel

Wellington
County

Welcome to

Centre
Wellington

Centre
Wellington

County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) Single Panel Landscaped

Wellington
County

Welcome to

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Signage Reference

28

Mt. Forest

Public Destination Directional Signage Rural (D) - Single Panel

15
26

5

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

Pay-to-Play Signage (PTP) Single panel with attached sign blades

20

8

Fergus Golf Club
Elora Zipline

4

Highland Pines
Campground

FAB-2

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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General Requirements

FAB-3

Upon completion of signage installation, the sign fabricator will provide to the County a manual outlining the maintenance guidelines specific to each sign type. It
is recommended these manuals be followed in order to keep the signage maintained and out of disrepair.

Maintenance Recommendations:

Detailed shop drawings must be provided for review and approval by the County before fabrication can commence. Signs of the same type may be shown through
one typical detail, but must be accompanied with a graphic schedule. Prior to fabrication, contractors / sign fabricators are to provide physical samples of all
materials and finishes for approval. All approved shop drawings must be stamped by a certified structural engineer.

Submittal Notes:

All signage to be located along MTO governed roadways must use ‘breakaway’ sign supports. These columns will have perforations in both front and back,
allowing them to shear off at the footings if struck by a vehicle. Under normal conditions these supports will withstand wind forces, but will yield and tear during a
collision while forming a hinge on the back, allowing the sign to fall backwards away from the vehicle. Please refer to the MTO Sign Support Manual for further
details on breakaway sign supports.

Ministry of Transportation (MTO) Note:

The contractor / sign fabricator is to make every effort to maintain the work site by avoiding ongoing unsightly conditions and ensuring safety requirements are met.
All discarded materials will be left to the contractor / sign fabricator to be removed and disposed of at their own expense. Landscaping and hardscaping disturbed
at the site will be repaired to its original condition by the contractor / sign fabricator once work is completed.

All fastening hardware is to be stainless steel or high grade galvanized steel. Fastening holes in sign faces and structures are to be pre-drilled and deburred prior
to paint and finishing. Structural welding will be completed using the best trade practices. To achieve proper fit and finishing, welds must be cleaned and ground
smooth. All painted surfaces are to use an acrylic polyurethane anti-graffiti paint system. Aluminium / Stainless Steel is to be sanded, acid washed and coated
with a self etching primer base. For each colour being applied, a minimum of two coats is recommended. Once all colour applications have been applied, the sign
will be sanded with fine sand paper to create a smooth finish and remove any ridges left by the masking process. Finally, clear coating will be used on the signs to
achieve a consistent semi-gloss finish.

All workmanship is to be completed with a high degree of precision and architectural finish. It is the responsibility of the contractor / sign fabricator to inspect all
materials prior to fabrication in order to ensure there are no defects. Any defects found in the materials, fabrication or finishing will be the responsibility of the
contractor / sign fabricator to assume. All work will be inspected prior to transportation to the site and upon installation. The contractor / sign fabricator is fully
responsible to obtain the necessary permits required (eg: MTO regulations), adhear to municipal, county and provincial bylaws, as well as ensuring all signs meet
the current set signage standards.

The signage designs found in this document are for reference only and to illustrate the general intent of wayfinding markers in Wellington County. If fabricated
outside of County shop, detailed shop drawings will need to be provided to the County for approval.

General Requirements

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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County Standard Paint
Blue, Pantone 2945

County Standard Paint
Custom Paint: Grey

P2

P3

Avery HV 1200 High Visibility Reflective Film:
White HV 1200-101-R

Custom Vinyl:
Colour to match County blue standard

V1R

V2

Finishes

Avery 900 Supercast Opaque Film:
White SC 900-101-O

V1

County standard exterior grade vinyl film or approved equal. High visibility
reflective films will be utilized where required. Any substitutions and/or
custom colours require samples to be provided by fabricator to the County
for approval prior to fabrication.

Vinyl Finishes

County Standard Paint
White, gloss sheen

P1

High Visibility Reflective Film - Custom Vinyl Image:
Background Image

Custom Vinyl Image:
Background Image

High Visibility Reflective Film - Custom Vinyl Image:
County Coat of Arms Image

ECR

EI

Custom Extruded Characters:
1.75” extrude substrate lettering, typeface to be
confirmed by County.
White, HVR

Custom Extruded Image:
County Coat of Arms Image

FAB-4

Extruded or formed elements to be comprised of exterior grade polyurethane
and painted per county paint schedule.

Extruded or Formed Elements

I2R

I2

I1R

Custom Vinyl Image:
County Coat of Arms Image

Exterior Grade Avery Vinyl Film or approved equal. High visibility reflective
films will be utilized where required. Any substitutions and/or custom colours
require samples to be provided by fabricator for approval prior to fabrication.

County standard exterior grade sign paint for metal substrates. Powder-coat
painting process is an acceptable alternative if powder-coat equivalent colour
matches are submitted to the County for approval prior to use. All painted
surfaces shall be protected with a graffiti-resistant polyurethane clear-coat
finish with a gloss sheen.

I1

Secondary Messages - Background Images

Paint Finishes

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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250

500

P1

P3

W
Wellington
ellington
C
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ounty

Welcome to

V1

V1R

P1

45
100

EI

NTS

Note: All dimensions in mm
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys

Centre
Wellington

P2

1:35

Side Elevation

Secondary Messaging — Background Image

FAB-1-1

1:35

NTS

Secondary messaging and
graphics within this space is
to be confirmed by County.

Secondary messaging and graphics to
be setback 50mm from panel edge.

I2R
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County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) - Multi Panel (3D Effect), Landscaped

Front Elevation

Signage Finishes

ECR

ECR

100
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235
100
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100
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500

P1

P3

V1R

P1

45
100

I1R

1:35

Side Elevation

Secondary Messaging — Background Image

FAB-1-2

1:35

NTS

Secondary messaging and
graphics within this space is
to be confirmed by County.

Secondary messaging and graphics to
be setback 50mm from panel edge.

I2R
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NTS

Note: All dimensions in mm
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys

Centre
Wellington

P2

County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) - Single Panel, Landscaped

Front Elevation

Welcome to

V1

Wellington
County

Signage Finishes

V1R

V1R

100
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Note: All dimensions in mm
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys
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Wellington

P2

County Gateway Signage - Primary (GP) - Multi Panel (3D Effect)

P3

W
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ellington
C
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Front Elevation

Signage Finishes

ECR

ECR
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235
100

1:40

Side Elevation

Secondary Messaging — Background Image

FAB-1-3

1:40

NTS

Secondary messaging and
graphics within this space is
to be confirmed by County.

Secondary messaging and graphics to
be setback 50mm from panel edge.

I2R
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Welcome to

V1

P1

V1R

P1

45
100

I1R

NTS

Note: All dimensions in mm
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys

Centre
Wellington

P2

County Gateway Signage - Secondary (GS) - Single Panel

P3

Wellington
County

Front Elevation

Signage Finishes

V1R

V1R

100
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235
100

1:40

Side Elevation

Secondary Messaging — Background Image

FAB-1-4

1:40

NTS

Secondary messaging and
graphics within this space is
to be confirmed by County.

Secondary messaging and graphics to
be setback 50mm from panel edge.

I2R
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NTS

Note: All dimensions in mm
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys
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Mt. Forest
P3

15
26

5

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

P2

Public Destination Directional Signage - Rural (D) - Single Panel

Front Elevation

Signage Finishes
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270

1:40

Side Elevation

Secondary Messaging — Background Image

FAB-2-1

1:40

NTS

Secondary messaging and
graphics within this space is
to be confirmed by County.

Secondary messaging and graphics to
be setback 50mm from panel edge.

I2R
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130 170 65

230

Pay-to-Play Signage - (PTP) - Single Panel

Front Elevation

Signage Finishes

2590
2750

1470

330

80

Elora Zipline

330

20

8

Fergus Golf Club

330

75

65

4

P2

Highland Pines
Campground

360

65

75

V1R
V1R

115
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NTS

1:40

65

Sign Blade

170

Side Elevation

Graphic Enlargement

Note: All dimensions in mm.
Pay-to-Play participants
shown as examples only.
Refer to FAB-4 for Keys.

P3
230

FAB-2-2

1:40

NTS
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Appendices

i) Prepared Concept Development and Survey Results
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Illustrates personality
Swoop to severe
Township identifier good
Silhouette too literal
Maybe silhouette could be picture (eg: museum?)
Use Duke and Horse rather than Coat of Arms
“A taste of nature at its finest”
Connected to Municipality/Community

Nice and clean
Good if stylized more
Refrain from rectangular shape
Use Duke and Horse
Loves County blue
Add Coat of Arms
Colours and Fonts to follow County style

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

To provide ease of review, the five options have been categorized by shape - the other considerations are illustrated within the variations.

A-3

Considerations for further development include shape of sign, subtle curved forms, ‘Duke and Horse’ vs full County Crest, graphic identifiers reflecting ‘County’,
maintaining of corporate font style, colours, and messaging and when appropriate identifying the Municipality or Community in which residents, visitors and guests
enter into the County (Municipality Portal Identifier).

Response to Comments:
Upon receiving the Wellington Steering Committee’s comments, five further options were prepared, each with multiple variations. These illustrations are
demonstrated on the following pages reflecting the comments received and combining of ideas from the earlier two themes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme 2 — County Brand

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme 1 — Friendly Welcoming

When presented to the This Way To Wellington Project Team the two themes were considered to have merit. However, the majority of comments reflected creating
a ‘hybrid’ taking aspects of each theme and incorporating into evolved schemes. The following are some of the comments mentioned by committee members:

Evolved Themes, Working Towards a Preferred

Appendices
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Mapleton

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Signage Anatomy — County Gateway Sign

County of Wellington

Welcome

Municipality Portal
Identifier

County Crest

Text Identifier of County

Graphic Identifier of
County

“Welcome” Text

C

B

A

Signage Variations

County of Wellington

Mapleton

Mapleton

County of Wellington

Welcome

Mapleton

County of Wellington

Welcome

A-4

Early Theme Development 1 — Friendly Welcoming Applied
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Signage Anatomy — County Gateway Sign

Wellington North • Minto • Centre Wellington
Mapleton • Erin • Puslinch • Guelph Eramosa

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Text Identifier
of County
Municipality
Portal Identifier

County Crest

“Welcome” Text

28

5
15
26

Destination Signage

Belwood Lake

16

5
County Archives 8
Historic Fergus 11
Historic Elora

Directional Signage

Mt. Forest

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

11

5

Pay-to-Play Signage

20

8
Fergus Golf Club

Elora Zipline

4

Highland Pines
Campground

Directional Assurance Signage

Fergus

Elora		

A-5

Early Theme Development 2 — Embracing the Best, Adjusting the Rest Applied
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Centre
Wellington
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Shape C

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Shape A

Mapleton

County of Wellington

Shape D

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Shape B

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Shape E

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

The following concepts use shape as a
basis for translating the 2 themes into
possible sign panels.

A-6

Alternatively, curved forms suggest a
natural and soft character. Flowing lines
can be representative of landscape
forms such as rolling hills or flowing river
currents. The curve offers movement and
progress - it’s dynamic.

The shape of the panel is the first form
that will suggest a character or feeling.
Rectangular shapes are traditional
and conservative. A rectangle, with a
landscape orientation, is straight forward,
easy to understand, and has a message
of ‘business as usual’. The rectangle
is a static or stationary shape. - quite
expected.

Shapes

Appendices
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WELLINGTON

County of Wellington

or

WELLINGTON COUNTY

County of Wellington

or

WELLINGTON COUNTY

County Text Identifier:
Options and considerations include font type
(should be in keeping with County standards), size,
and style (upper case, italisized, bold, etc). Colour
should have a strong contrast with background
colour. Letters can be raised or have an optional
shadow to suggest a three dimensional quality.
Alternives include graphic representation
of an architectural feature that might have
a common public association with the
county, such as the Wellington Museum
and Archives. Other suggestions included
using this graphic to be representative
of an identifiable heritage building within
each municipality.

County Graphic Identifier:
Options include use of the existiing
county crest, or a portion of it with the
duke and horse. However, the crest was
not recognized by the survey group as
representaive of the county.

“ Welcome to “
or
“Wecomes You”

Optional Greeting:
A general welcoming to the county offers
an extended handshake in the form of a
friendly message. This is a secondary,
sub servient message to the overall
County identification, and should not
compete with other messages.

County Identifiers

A-7
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Graphic representations of rolling hills and
agriculture.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Typical rural landscape - rolling hills, cedar rail
fencing, hay bales, etc.

Graphic illustration of wheat: screened
at various degrees (low and high) of
transparency over blue background.
Contrast is adjustable.

Shadow images referencing rural
scenery and agriculture evoke a subtle
connection to the landscape. This type
of graphic layering offers an opportunity
for additional messaging that might
strengthen the overall message. It’s
dynamic - adding an extra dimension to
the sign panel.

Secondary Messaging

Screening:

A-8

Appendices
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Mapleton

County of Wellington

A-9

Curved armature representative of
rolling hills, rivers, lakes; comlements
municipal signs

Wood post - staggered heights, and
adjusted positioning (forward or
behind sign panel)

Municipality Portal Identifier
on blue background

Text Identifier of County: raised
letters on banner

County blue background:
identifiable sign colour

County Graphic Identifier
(Duke and Horse in circle)

Curved shape - representative
of rural landscape features;
soft, friendly character.

Shape A - Overview

Appendices
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County or
Municipal identifier
- (architectural
heritage graphic)

Municipality Portal
Identifier on blue
background

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 3

Mapleton

C
County
ounty of
of W
Wellington
ellington

Variation 1

Mapleton

County of Wellington

Text Identifier
of County

County Graphic Identifier
(Duke and Horse on
banner)

5
15
26
28

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston
Mt. Forest

Directional Sign

Variation 2

Mapleton

County of Wellington

A-10

Base panel : blue with
white text

Single bar detail with
‘floating’ Municipality
name

Blue banner

County or
Municipal identifier
- (architectural
heritage graphic)

Shape A - Variations

Appendices
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 1

County ofof
Wellington

Welcome to

Wood post - adjusted
positioning (forward or
behind sign panel)

A-11

Curved armature
representative of rolling
hills, rivers, lakes;
comlements municipal
signs

Municipality Portal
Identifier - Logo

Text Identifier of County
- raised letters (or
shadowed) on panel

Duke and Horse ‘PopUp’ Banner (from County

County blue background:
identifiable sign colour

Greeting

Curved shape on
rectangle panel - blend
of existing municipal sign
details with traditional
sign panel.

Shape B - Overview

Appendices
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28

Mt. Forest

20

20

8

4
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Municipality
Portal Identifier
text

shadow
background
(rural landscape)

Pay to play sign - with logoptics

Elora Zipline

Fergus Golf Club

8

Wildwinds Golf

Elora Zipline

Highland Pines
Campground

Wellington
County

Wellington
North

4

Variation 3

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Highland Pines
Campground

Wellington
County

Municipality
Portal Identifier
- Logo

Text Identifier
of County

Duke and
Horse Banner
(from County
Crest)

Greeting

Pay to play sign - with logos

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Directional Sign

5
15
26

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

Variation 2

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Shape B - Variations

Appendices
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 1

County ofof
Wellington

Welcome to

Centre
Wellington

A-13

Text Identifier of
County, raised letters or
shadowed.

curved armature
representative of rolling
hills, rivers, lakes;
comlements municipal
signs

Municipality Portal
Identifier - Text

County blue background:
identifiable sign colour

shadow background
(rural landscape)

County Graphic
Identifier (Duke and
Horse banner)

Greeting

rectangle panel:
traditional shape

Shape C - Overview

Appendices
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Centre
Wellington

Centre
Wellington

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 4

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Variation 2

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Text Identifier of
County

Municipality Portal
Identifier - Text

County or
Municipal identifier
- (architectural
heritage) insert

shadow
background (rural
landscape)

Text Identifier of
County

Municipality Portal
Identifier - Text

blue panel

Duke and Horse
banner

Greeting

28
Mt. Forest

Directional Sign

5
15
26
Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

Variation 3

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Centre
Wellington

A-14

shadow
background
(rolling
agricultural
fields)

Shape C - Variations

Appendices
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 1

County
ounty ofof
Wellington
ellington

Welcome to

Guelph Eramosa
Township

Wood post

Text Identifier of
County, raised letters or
shadowed.

Municipality Portal
Identifier - text

A-15

rectangle carrier panel - dark
grey

Curve detail representative
of rolling hills, rivers, lakes;
comlements municipal signs

County blue background:
identifiable sign colour with
high contrasting shadow
overlay (wheat graphic)

County Graphic Identifier
(Duke and Horse banner)

Gentle curved top with
traditional rectangular
shape, over a rectangle
carrier panel

Shape D - Overview

Appendices
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Puslinch

Puslinch

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 4

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Variation 2

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

shadow background
(low contrast agricultural
fields)

County or Municipal
identifier - (architectural
heritage) banner

Text Identifier of County

Municipality Portal
Identifier - text/ logo

County Graphic
Identifier (Duke and
Horse banner)

shadow background
(low contrast, wheat
graphic)

Greeting

28
Mt. Forest

Directional Sign

5
15
26

Puslinch

Clifford
Harriston
Palmerston

Variation 3

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

A-16

shadow background
(low contrast
agricultural fields)

County or
Municipal identifier
- (architectural
heritage) insert

shadow background
(high contrast
agricultural fields)

Appendices
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County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 1

Welcomes You!

County of
Wellington
Guelph Eramosa
Township

Wood Post

Greeting

Municipality Portal
Identifier - Text

A-17

Curve detail representative
of rolling hills, rivers, lakes;
comlements municipal signs

County Crest

Text Identifier of County raised letters or shadow

Crenelation detail as
suggested from comments
received

Shape E - Overview

Appendices
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ERIN

ERIN

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan

Variation 3

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

Variation 2

County of
Wellington

Welcome to

shadow background
(low contrast, wheat
graphic)

Crenelation

Text Identifier of County

Municipality Portal Identifier
- Text

Curve detail representative
of rolling hills, rivers, lakes

County Crest graphic
identifier

Greeting

Crenelation one
per municipality
(x7)

A-18

Shape E - Variations

Appendices

Wellington County Signage Plan Survey Results

Appendices

Please rank the shapes in your order of preference.

Which shape do you like most? Why?
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I like Shape C because it is simple and dynamic. It might also look good with a curved top as shown in
Shape D.
Shape D nicer lines, less complicated sign to make and maintain, more conservative
Shape C, simple with a twist.
Shape B Like the shape. Can clearly see the township name. County of Wellington lettering is large.
Coloring is great. Easiest to read
Shape D, Clean and simple, shape is not too "busy".
Shape D. clean, crisp, classic shape. Bold yet simple. Others are too busy (exception being C)and don't
see them staying relevant in a few years.
I like A as it is different and unigue, however I feel the curse is a little harsh maybe it could be softened.
A merging of C and D. They look classic yet still contemporary and not too abstract.

Which shape do you like least? Why?











I dislike the second Shape E because while it is meant to evoke the County building, it isn't in proportion
with the parapet walls. I think the first Shape E is more successful and if I could have ranked the two
Shape E images separately I would have ranked the first one higher (2nd).
Shape E. I know we have similar signs around the Admin Centre but I've see fast food restaurants that
use the same type of castle shape. It works at the Admin Centre because you can see the building shape
reflected in the sign but a visitor to the County wouldn't know the connection
Option E: Too "castle" like
Option E
Shape E, unless you work for the County, I'm not sure you would understand the "castle" appearance.
Both A and E are too much "out there"... too busy. Their shape takes away from the message.
I dont like E as no one will know what the castle shape it and it looks childish and unprofessional.A and
B look like a sign you'd have if the municipality were known for water, such as lakes.
Shape A: the swoops are too severe and the sign does not grab my attention as much as the others.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Please rank the graphic identifiers in your order of preference.

Which identifier do you like most? Why?










I like the iconic image most as it allows us to showcase our County pride. We could select an iconic
image of a County facility for each municipality or other geographic areas of the County.
C clean lines, the round crest wouldn't suit with a part rounded sign
Option D. opportunity to show other iconic features.
Option C: Easiest to read
Option C, I think it should have the County coat of arms. It is Clean looking and sticks out.
I like "B" the most because it is a good blend of font/text and includes our well established crest.
I like D as it identifies the County but also what is outstanding and unique in each of the municipalities.
The coat of arms (not as presented in a block, could be the shape of the crest and could be done three
dimensionally to replace the museum image). The crest as well, as it is the County's brand.
The crest- it represents the County the best as it is on everything (buildings, existing signs SWS,
clothing, letterhead, print/online publications)

Which identifier do you like least? Why?
Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016











B - I dislike the County Crest for this purpose. Calligraphy is very difficult to read when driving,
particularly when it is arranged in a circle. Also, I'm not sure if the travelling public would identify with
the graphic and understand what it represents.
A - You need the crest in some form. The sign looks incomplete
A Text only. Too plain
Option D, too much to try and look at. Going past this at 80km/hr I don't think you could figure out
what it is.
I feel that "A" is too simple, plain, unimaginative.
Option A. Doesn't have any county or municipal identifiers and I think we need that.
Text only. The museum is not the central hub for the County, it is not what we are known for.
Text only- it does not have a tie back to the County at all

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Please rank the secondary images in your order of preference.

Which secondary image do you like most? Why?











I find the photographic image very dynamic, but subtle. We could select a secondary image for each
municipality or use the same throughout. It offers more options to showcase the County, provided the
final result doesn't detract from the main message of the sign.
Option B. Enhances to the sign although not sure it will be visible to motorists. A is too basic
Something a little different than other signs
Easiest and clearest at 100 Km
Option A, Again clean looking, lets the blue stand out with nothing in the background to clutter the
sign. Would you be able to tell what the imagine is going past? I think it will just darken the sign.
B An illustrative graphic (if subtle enough) can provides some visual interest.
Definitely B as it is a clear image of rural agriculture.
Option B, an image like wheat properly represents the County. The photographic image in Option C
seems too busy.
A It would depend on the illustrated image, so I selected "no image" as it is a safer bet

Stempski Kelly Associates Inc. • Draft Final • 2016

Which secondary image do you like least? Why?









I dislike the illustrated graphic, probably because I don't like the image selected for size or contrast.
Selecting one graphic seems limiting, because the County is so much more than wheat.
A is too plan. Other than the shape of the sign it's just a basic sign.
Maybe too busy
C Too confusing at 100 Km
Option C, unless you stop and look at the sign I think it will just show up as a dark background.
C I think a photo would be too busy .......could create 'clutter' or may be visually confusing. However, no
image or background would make the sign look like any other sign on a road. Boring.
C as traffic wont see this image clearly and it is not strong enough.
C I think a photographic image is too busy in the background, but it may just depend on the selected
image

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Please rank the above municipal identifiers in your order of preference.

Which municipal identifier do you like most? Why?










I like the accent colour because graphically, it helps identify the municipal as a different entity from the
County.
Option B. Clean crisp information. Font may have to be bigger for municipality to be read
I would be happy with option A or B here.
C Highest contrast easy to read
Option C, Draws attention to the fact that something is different. Stands out.
no preference
I like B as it shows that the municipality is a part of the County but has its own unique character. This is
enhanced by the different background colouring.
Option C because it's clear and legible, very important.
B I think the signs need a 3D/ more interesting component to them. By using an accent colour (i.e.
brown) it makes them pop out. However, I prefer the way option c is placed: centre justified.

Which municipal identifier do you like least? Why?
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I dislike Option C. I find that the white background distracts from the main message - the County
content.
Option C but it may be because I don't like the sign design. It almost looks like a duck with part of it's
face a beak cut off..
B Too bold
B Not clear need high contrast
Option A, Blends in to the sign, doesn't stand out as much.
no preference
Option C. The county crest needs to be better distinguished from the municipal name
Option C is horrible. The duke and municipality should not be in the same space together.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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What is your preferred solution for County gateway locations that already have a municipal
gateway sign?

Comments
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This would need to be managed carefully with each municipality. If municipal signs are new and in good
condition, we could install a County sign adjacent to it, until the municipal sign needs to come down.
I would remove the municipal sign. We are entering the County not just the municipality. I'd give the
sign back to the municipality to be installed at Counties expense elsewhere. They could also just store
them as signs get damaged/vandalized so they would have replacement signs in stock
It would depend on how old the municipal sign is. I would say if it is old and the municipality is fine with
it. Replace it with a county gateway sign. If it is a newer municipal sign though I would pick install
adjacent too. Tough one. Want a consistent look but some have spent a lot of money. Perhaps they
might be interested in moving their gateway signage to another location to allow just one sign?
Many existing situations. Each needs to be agreed with municipality
It would be hard to install a sign adjacent to the municipal sign as there is normally other signage as
well. If it is a County Road, it should have a County sign.
The new County sign (when selected) must be established fast at all County gateways. Local and visitors
will identify with new gateway signage. Newly installed municipal signage at such locations can have a
short-term grace period (eg. one year) and then removed. Or a local municipality can be compensated
for costs of for local signs that are removed. County identifier should NOT be installed on local signs.
Municipal signs should not be retained at County gateways without new County signs.
For County roads only.
For this signage program to work you "must" be consistent, so all entrances should have a County sign.
To be fair I think you just can’t do away with municipal signage already in place. Make an agreement
with municipalities that once the municipal sign deteriorates it will be taken out and not replaced.
However County sign will stay.

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns for the successful implementation of the
Wellington County Signage Plan?
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I have been looking forward to some signage plan for decades. Glad we are moving forward.
The actual final design and composition of the sign (materials) will be crucial. Barrie, Sudbury,
Orangeville have solid entry signs using a variety of materials, textures etc. We need to have a higher
calibre.
"I think we need to incorporate a higher end version of the signage design. For the 10 Primary
entrances identified, it would be great to ""go big"" with them: Stone, plantings, 3D etc. The secondary
entrances can be more of a standard sign.
The Solid Waste Services signs have nice elements including the County crest, stone, wood, natural
landscaping.
Good luck.
Please do not add onto existing signs...........
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ii) Online Survey Results
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Puslinch
Wellington
North
Other

16
69
68

Wellington
North
Other

69
68

Survey
Summary
Survey
Summary (for the appendix)
Where do you live?

74
36

101
43
18
16
69
68

Where do you work?
Erin
Minto
Centre Wellington
Guelph/Eramosa
Mapleton
Puslinch
Wellington North
NA
Other

46
31
74
49
10
13
56
32
117
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Where do you work?
Erin
Minto
Centre Wellington
Guelph/Eramosa
Mapleton
Puslinch
Wellington North
NA
Other

Appendices

Erin
Minto
Centre
Wellington
Guelph/Eramosa
Mapleton
Puslinch
Wellington
North
Other

46
31
74
49
10
13
56
32
117

Where do you work?
Erin
Minto
Centre Wellington
Guelph/Eramosa
Mapleton
Puslinch
Wellington North
NA
Other

46
31
74
49
10
13
56
32
117

When friends and family visit, where in Wellington do
9 you take
Destinations
Elora

Word count
199

Fergus

73

Erin

54

museum

52

Trails

51

Guelph

44

Rivers

29

Rockwood

25

shopping

24

Drayton

22

Belwood

21

Arthur

16

Aberfoyle

13

Palmerston

11

antique

7

Belfountain

5

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage
Plan
Mennonite

4

9
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When friends and family visit, where in Wellington do you take them?
Word count

Elora

199

Fergus

73

Erin

54

museum

52

Trails

51

Guelph

44

Destination
29

Rivers

Outdoor rec
25
Towns
24
Restaurants
22
History
21
Farm market
16
Shopping
13
Fairs
& Events
11
Theatre
7
Drives
5
Uncategorized
4

Rockwood
shopping
Drayton
Belwood
Arthur
Aberfoyle
Palmerston
antique
Belfountain
Mennonite

Category
167
149
49
47
42
36
34
26
11
2

Appendices

Destinations

Destination by category
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Destination
Outdoor rec
Towns
Restaurants
History
Farm market
Shopping
Fairs & Events
Theatre
Drives
Uncategorized

Category
167
149
49
47
42
36
34
26
11
2

10

Destination by category

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Compared to the rest of Ontario, what makes Wellington County unique?
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What 3 words would you use to describe Wellington County to someone who has never
been there?

12
County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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What top 5 destinations should be prominently featured on Wellington County maps and
signage?

Appendices

Destinations by word count
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Destinations by category

13
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What types of points of interest in Wellington County should also be considered for maps
and signage?

How would you promote Wellington County as a destination in one sentence?
would
you promote
Wellington
County as a destination in one sentence?
-How
- Where
the country
meets the
city
the countryCounty
meets the- city
-- Where
Wellington
where you can find something for everyone
Wellington
County
‐
-- The place to where
be... you can find something for everyone
place toplace
be... to live, work, play and visit.
-- TheGreat
Great
place
to
live,County,
work, playgrow
and visit.
-- Wellington
yourself here.
Wellington
County,
grow
yourself
here.
-- We’ve got it all.
got it all. you are looking for can be found inside Wellington County.
-- We've
Everything
Everything
looking
for can
be found
-- Comeyou
forare
a day
and
your
heartinside
will Wellington
live hereCounty.
forever.
Come
for
a
day
and
your
heart
will
live
here
forever.
-- Experience life the good old fashioned way for a day - or forever.
life the good
old fashioned
way for a day
or forever.
-- Experience
The natural
beauty
and attractions
of‐ Wellington
County will keep you coming back again and again and again.
The
natural
beauty
and
attractions
of
Wellington
County
keep you
-- Beautiful countryside with quaint villageswillalong
thecoming
way.back again and again and again.
Beautiful
countryside
with
quaint
villages
along
the
way.
-- ( a tough assignment) Come to Wellington County to experience nature, the art, restful surroundings and
( a tough
assignment)
Come to Wellington County to experience nature, the art, restful surroundings and friendly people.
friendly
people.
a
great
place
to
live
and
-- a great place toplay
live and play
I am not sure, but can we include promoting the area to locals as well, I am a 28 year resident in Wellington and am sad to say
-- thatI Iam
not
sure,
but
can we include promoting the area to locals as well, I am a 28 year resident in Wellington and
have not seen a lot of attractions in Wellington County, I always travel abroad, isn't that the way.
am
sad
to
say
that
I have not seen a lot of attractions in Wellington County, I always travel abroad, isn’t that the
The best town and country experience in Ontario
way.
Experience the open air and friendliness
-- Short
The
best town and country experience in Ontario
drive. So much to do
-- Take
Experience
the open air and friendliness
a beautiful drive to the countryside and explore what Wellington County has to offer.
-- Wellington
Short drive.
Soamuch
doscenic country side, quaint historic villages and a History which goes back to the early
County has
blend ofto
very
-- pioneer
Takedays.
a beautiful drive to the countryside and explore what Wellington County has to offer.
the bounty
of Wellington
come live,
work andside,
play with
us. historic villages and a History which goes
-- Experience
Wellington
County
has a county
blendfor
ofyourself,
very scenic
country
quaint
Lovely
place
to
live,
work
and
play
back to the early pioneer days.
historicthe
and cultural
community in county
the heart for
of South
westerncome
Ontario.live, work and play with us.
-- A beautiful,
Experience
bountyproud
of Wellington
yourself,
It's
both
close
to
and
far
from
the
city.
-- Lovely place to live, work and play
landscapes
clean, family‐friendly,
lotsproud
to see and
do!!!
-- Beautiful
A beautiful,
historic
and cultural
community
in the heart of South western Ontario.
Charming
unique
small
towns.
-- It’s both close to and far from the city.
the small
town charmclean,
just a short
drive away.
-- Experience
Beautiful
landscapes
family-friendly,
lots to see and do!!!
Not
sure
exactly
what
words
I
would
use
to
make
a sentence but I think I would be inclined to promote the idea of a trail of small
-- Charming unique small towns.
-- Experience the small town charm just a short drive away.
-- Not sure exactly what words I would use to make a sentence but I think I would be inclined to promote the
14idea
of a trail of small town and hamlet destinations, similar to a Butter Tart Trail.
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A beautiful landscape with caring people who care about the environment.
Visit us for lunch and enjoy the community.
Visit Wellington County for its rich history, diverse culture and bountiful countryside
Life can be this simple!
A taste of nature at its finest.
Beautiful, active, small town Ontario
Authentic small town and country charm, right in your backyard
Wellington county are leaders in local politics and road quality along with innovative ideas developing and using
highway maintenance practises ahead of its time.
An area with great rolling hills, beautiful scenery, great shops featuring local artisans, fabulous independent
restaurants and tea rooms and the friendliest people in southern Ontario.
The place to get away
Come visit a little slice of country near three small towns for hiking, camping, horseback riding, biking, some
home cooking, and friendly country hospitality
The best of city and country living.
All round outdoor paradise for all activities
Come to the rolling hills for fun, food and shopping
Where country and city meet and everyone is treated like family.
Come to horse country
An easy drive from Toronto, this is where you will find Ontario get real in a peaceful and beautiful environment
with the diversity of action and arts that you can find in the City.
Where your urban and rural communities come together to get a better understanding of the past, present as
well as what might be there in the future.
Come be safe
Visit Wellington County to find unique local events and craftspeople
Unique rural communities with a savoury taste
A community tat is open to people from all backgrounds, rich in culture and open to all
A perfect place to get away from the City.
Close to home but far from ordinary.
Friendly, beautiful and worth a visit.
A vibrant collection of communities that have a very unique and beautiful landscape. This landscape allows the
celebration of local agriculture, healthy outdoor living, and recreation.
A place to call home
Experience the charm
The prefect blend of nature and people.
The GTA’s rural playground and local food store
the heart of south western Ontario
Come and experience the unique area of Wellington County and all it has to offer all year round.
Come experience the small town charm, it is just a short drive from GTA.
Experience Rural Ontario at it’s best, Wellington County has it all.
Come to Wellington County where you will find a friendly small-town atmosphere but enjoy a full wholesome
community living
Don’t know as it is not a cohesive community.
BEAUTIFUL SMALL TOWN WITH SO MUCH TO DO!
Wellington County is fresh flavours, quaint towns, natural landscape and local spirit!
Every road leads to a thriving and welcoming community
A destination that is extremely proud, loyal to Canada, neighbourly, gracious, progressive and tends to do the
right thing (& do it well)
With breath taking scenery, unique and interesting markets, robust trails, and activities for all ages, there is
always something new to discover in Wellington County!
A place that has all the amenities of a large city with the laid back charm of the countryside
Full service rural community
A place where the scenery and nature takes each individual on a unique path through the County.
Not possible as it is such a large area with no common theme in any of its urban centres
country living with city amenities
The country at your doorstep
A great place to live, work, and play...

County of Wellington — This Way to Wellington Signage Plan
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Family friendly, affordable place to raise a family.
Life is Grand in Wellington.
Home
Come for the heritage; stay for the fun!
Come and experience one of the most beautiful areas in Ontario.
We’ve got it all!
Work, rest and play.
Wellington County, an adventure around every corner
A county of lush farmland, rolling hills, lakes, forests and small towns and villages with stone buildings and
friendly locals.
A beautiful destination, where you can make memorable family moments.
Rural charm and adventure
A safe, friendly and clean place to live!!!
A place to see it all and do it all without having to leave your own provincial back yard
A getaway that is nearby.
A place for all ages to experience a wide variety of activities, beautiful scenery (for a road trip!) and many
places to shop, eat and explore.
Wellington County - a great place to visit, and a wonderful place to live in!
Come, visit and explore in our beautiful countryside.
Opportunities to discover and explore numerous sites, festivals, shops and towns.
Wellington County is peaceful and tranquil escape from congestion and air pollution, which offers ample
economic opportunities.
A place that has something for everyone!
A beautiful County will an abundance of exciting opportunities/adventures to share with your family!
Wellington County is a scenic place to visit whether you want to walk, drives, shop, bike or picnic.
Best of both worlds - great shops and amenities in a beautiful, natural setting.
Grab a map & drive - shopping - visit heritage - relax/swim or hike.
Hidden gem - not far away from the city
Wellington County where community and nature come together.
Come for the ice cream, stay for the recovering donkeys?
Visit Wellington, take in the beautiful and friendly towns of Wellington County
At the centre of it all!
The County of Wellington a place you would love to call home
County of Wellington your home away from home
Past and Present is how we live in Wellington County, the horse meets the tractor.
It’s a place where people grow at their own pace.
When I think of Wellington county “Its like a warm hug from my Mum feeling”
Wellington County is a beautiful unique destination with plenty to do regardless of your personal interests.
Wellington County is a great place to relax in a quiet setting with lots to explore.
Great place to visit with lots to see
Visit an area that is culturally broad and comforting to the soul.
We are family.
Wellington County is a picturesque place to live, laugh, love and play.
Wellington County, the heart of Ontario, the charm you have been looking for.
Easy travel from one unique town to the next.
Come discover historical beauty!
Experience Wellington County for a day, return for years to come.
A pretty friendly town for a getaway from the busy city
A breath of fresh air
Come experience a unique blend of history, nature, and culture, all in the heart of Ontario.
From Walking Trails to Highways Explore Wellington.
A clean, quite, relaxing countryside to drive or walk in with family and friends.
A step back to your roots with the innovations of tomorrow
It’s a beautiful, safe place unlike anywhere else in Ontario.
The best of all words all within day, weekend or a lifetime
Unique shops and gifts throughout.
A perfect mix of city and country, with something for everyone.
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Where beauty and diversity meet
A nice friendly place to visit close to home.
Elora is the only place worth visiting
The foodie and outdoor adventure playground right outside the GTHA.
Wellington county: so much to see and do.
A beautiful historic town next to a scenic Gorge where you can go zip lining!
Bountiful and beautiful
Come relax and enjoy the picturesque landscape
Proud of the heritage and history
Wellington County is a friendly, vast community that many call home.
A place to find some space.
Beautiful county filled with lots of parks, shops, great eats and fun for people of all ages
A beautiful town sitting in the middle of the country, quiet, inviting and friendly.
Vibrant and active community in which to work and live.
Wellington County.....an experience to remember.
Wellington is a great destination and offers a bit of everything, hiking, biking, shops, etc.. Anything you would
want to do, you can do in Wellington County.
We have something for everyone
As the hub of southern Ontario .... Don’t just drive through it.... Stop and explore........
Simply explore everything we have to offer
Ontario’s agriculture heartland?
Where city meets rural
it has it all
Enjoy a relaxing drive in Wellington County and you will be surprised to see all it has to offer
Fields of Plenty
A centrally located rural county with great health care access, affordable living and diverse recreation.
Live, Work and Play with small town charm and hospitality in Wellington County
All the attractions you would find in the far north less than an hour away.
In Wellington County you can have it all - within an easy drive to cities you will find lots of green space, clean air
and water, friendly people, community centers and events and opportunities to grow, work and stay.
The county’s rich history is still prominently visible in the farmsteads, buildings and architecture, but it co-exists
with progressive industry, technology and research.
wellington, a feast for all your senses
Come for the day and stay for the lifestyle!
Great mix of rural and urban area that contribute to a unique culture - Remembering the past while growing to
the future
“ Come and see why we are so happy “
Wellington County offers a unique flavor of rural heritage and small town experiences.
Wellington County offers the best of small towns and cities mingled with back-to-our-roots rural life.
A place to enjoy living, playing and growing.
Middle of everywhere
Wellington County offers a blend of urban and rural experiences with activities to stimulate the mind and body.
The beauty is in the points in between.
Explore our unique area with wonderful trails (need to improve this in some areas), local restaurants and unique
shops, along with a rural flavour you won’t see elsewhere!
From the Elora gorge to back country roads, Wellington county has it all
Great place to live and play.
Wellington County - in the middle of it all - centrally located where Great Lakes, great shopping, great places
and great live not more than 90 mins away.
Take a drive through Wellington County and you will truly time travel.
Diversity
Wellington is host to the best of both urban and rural experiences.
All You Need and More
picturesque countryside with vibrant villages and towns
If you have a dream, you can make it happen in Wellington County.
Hometown Hello’s
A family oriented place which is safe with many places to see
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A River Runs Through It - Where meadows, groves, and streams meet vibrant communities and a dynamic
workforce.
Wellington County offers unique and diverse opportunities for young & old - come live, laugh & learn!
History, charm, natural beauty, agriculture and artistic flair all in one place!
Join us in enjoying our culture and rural lifestyle.
Wellington county has everything to offer a family as an ideal place to grow and develop with , activities and
sports venues , a close knit community which is supportive and offers good employment opportunities, extra
curricular activities , locally grown healthy foods and a healthy life style opportunity ! A place where families
want to be!
I like what’s on the back of the Festival & Events guide. “Wellington County is home to bountiful markets, rich
culture, world class festivals, holiday celebrations and stunning natural beauty”
The best place to live, work and play.
The world won’t stop while your wandering around in Wellington but it sure will slow down a little - take a break
and come see us. (I can do better - that was just of the top of my head)
Rural living history - I know it’s not a sentence
Picturesque and historic, beautiful community
Visit Canadians with a proud heritage of dedication to family, hard work and community service.
U should come visit our beautiful home with and cliffs and caves
Gateway to Grand River
your Grand community
Wellington County, a leading centre for organic innovation.
Wellington County.
Wellington - Real life outdoors
An experience not to be missed!
Wellington County boasts a strong rural heritage, combined with charming towns where communities thrive.
Come explore Wellington County, stay for a day and you may not leave!
A great place to visit, a beautiful place to live and a place to experience many activities with family and friends.

Do you have any other comments or questions?
-- Realize that Wellington County is more than Guelph. It’s a big County
-- review speed limit signs when towns expand i.e. 40 km/hr., 50 km/hr.
-- Caledon appears to have partnered with an auto manufacturer (zoom, zoom) to promote the “drive in the
country”. This has Caledon being mentioned in their advertising (as heard on CHFI radio). Very clever. I would
also consider developing the “Tack Shop Trail” and the “Silver Trail” or “Oil and Canvas Trail” to rival the Butter
Tart Trail.
-- One of the greatest strengths of the County is it’s history of working together for the common good. When we
are all at our best we do the same in our business, family and community life and it has attracted others to
participate and grow our communities and economy. This should be the goal of this project. i.e. highlight the
local attractions that build a common brand rather than promoting the same things on all the signs across the
county.
-- Make sure the signage links with the vision and economic development plans of not only the county but the
individual municipalities.
-- It was very had to narrow down the selections to five in each category - Wellington County is so large and has
so much to appeal to a variety of people that picking one town over another hardly seems right.
-- I do believe that this county is a hidden gem and we have so many talented people living here.
-- Thanks for asking these questions
-- Please don’t forget Erin when putting up signage
-- Erin Village is planning some exciting new developments with the cooperation of CVS to bring added attractions
to Down Town Erin and surrounding area.
-- Ask children in public schools their opinions. They may have a fresh perspective to contribute.
-- Educating the public that GUELPH is not in the County.
-- Wellington needs radio and print advertising as well as signage. Good maps of Wellington, with tourist
destinations or places of interest featured on them would be a good idea as some of the smaller places hardly
appear on an Ontario map. More public washrooms would be helpful, or mark the existing ones on the map.
Highlight the tourist information places. Maybe a catchy URL or an easy to remember phone number for tourists
to use.
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I was born and raised in Wellington County. I love it here. There is so much to see and do throughout the
year and all over the county. Erin has been my home for over 10 years. We are central to so many other
communities in Wellington county and neighbouring counties as well.
Erin should really work its water presence - the river and the water in Stanley Park could be amazing.
I think the real strength of Wellington County as a destination is in all the small, home-based businesses. The
thrill of discovering a new artist’s studio, handcrafted product or rural produce can’t be beat! Having signage in
place to help lead folks to these rural gems would be wonderful!
It is the journey inward that is wonderful and to here that is just as important as the destination of The Country
side. People make a difference too
We need more signs to show the diversity and locations of unique businesses like horse stables elk farms emu
farms sheep farms artistic and theatre venues speciality stores farm stands organic farms beaches boating
areas cottage areas camping fishing ski doo or hiking or horse trails
Need to help promote the businesses
I hope all storeowners will be provided with timely information about how to contribute to signage and any
opportunity to have influence and /or purchase signage that is available.
Wellington County is awesome!!!
Where will these signs be posted? How will visitors be able to access information, hours of operation and costs
associated with various destinations?
This is exciting! Congratulations on this initiative.
Glad that we have input to the promotion of our area.
Don’t forget the Town of Erin. Often times Erin gets left out just because we are off in the east corner and not on
the North/South Corridor on Hwy 6
I would really like to see signage in some of the storefronts which advise of the building’s history (what
businesses have been in that location during which years). With the help of a booklet, this could promote a selfguided walking tour, sharing the history of our towns. The information could be gathered with the help of the
local Archives and/or interested persons.
Great initiative. I can’t wait to see how it all looks. Let’s show everyone how great Wellington County is!
How did Wellington County get its name?
Need to make sure all municipalities are on the same page.
If something isn’t done soon to stem the flood of housing developments in all parts of the County, there will be
no “uniqueness” to the County - no reason to visit the area. The rural areas are still desirable - and what my
travel writer friends from Europe want to see. They aren’t interested in miles of “garbage housing” and “strip
and maul” along Highways. We’re losing too much - too soon.
I hope that these signs embrace the artistic flair of the community - and don’t resort to your typical promotional
brochure type styling.
Would like to see signs to “smaller” and lesser-known places such as Wellington Artists Gallery, other art
galleries, Elora Centre for the Arts.
1. I always felt that wellington needed to take advantage of our beautiful countryside. People need a reason to
come here and we are not on water. I think building a system of rural trails, and bike routes might put us on the
map as a place to visit. This might spur on other related development, like B&B’s, pubs, restaurants, etc.
I am proud to live in such an amazing place!
I clearly know very little about the county I work for and enjoy. I guess if there were signs all around telling me
where the enjoyable destinations were... but alas.
Have to think about how County signage coordinates with Township efforts.
Virtual community tours based on LiDAR scanning would be pretty great.
I am fortunate and proud to say I live and work in Wellington County.
I’ve noticed that Elora and Fergus libraries are clearly indicated, but not Aboyne. It’s important that you don’t try
to force people to use just the two, when all three have a lot to offer
Make fingerboards (Destination Signs) larger and have them posted before one reaches the intersections.
Hopefully, signage costs are mainly provide by provincial monies. If not, money should be used for other
requirements which have more priority..
Is there any way for local business to get this signage with out going through the county?
Allow businesses to build signs to promote themselves as well. In Morriston we are not allowed to build a sign,
which takes business away from passer-by’s.
The whole idea of the signage plan is a big waste of money. Wellington county has nothing interesting and it is a
over regulated place where nothing happens ever. Nobody wants to come here to do shows or events because
either ridiculously expensive or everything is over regulated or both. I would love to go camping in Elora Gorge,
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however, there is a total alcohol ban and I will rather go someplace else where I don’t have to hide my drink,
which I may drink. The Elora Quarry is another place where it would be nice to go but for a family takes about
$20 to get in each time. Why? Because nobody can come up with some smart solution for jumping in the water
from the cliffs and they have to pay rentacops to enforce “no jumping” policy. Wellington County has a union of
useless officials/leader chasing nonsense ideas while pushing all cost to the local businesses and residents by
taxing them. The infrastructure to go point A to B is very difficult to pass trough Guelph is a nightmare, so why
bother. Kitchener-Waterloo by itself has more to offer than the whole Wellington County.
I’m proud to live in such a beautiful place and proud of the leadership my County provides in promoting it.
I really appreciate this signage plan happening. Many tourists will be so happy to be able to find places easier.
Proud to be part of Wellington County
The signage is great and all, because way finding is a terrible task for people unfamiliar with the roads.
However, unless the municipalities actively put money into their towns and activities, it will remain barren. Some
towns need serious makeovers as well, such as Arthur. Without that backing the incentive of the way finding,
people will continue to stay away.
Signage should be lit and visible at night, large, encompass all the key destinations. Signs should also be
placed frequent enough that a visitor can actually follow the signage and make it to the desired destination.
Would be nice if signage was through a large area so visitors may potentially consider exploring the whole
region, which would be a benefit to all. Signage should also be fair and allow all key businesses to be displayed
and no favouritism should be displayed!
The names of your rural roads should be right.
The butter tart trail map is incorrect with the names of former West Gara fraxa. On the map it is 1 line, 2 line,
3 line, 16, fifth line, 6 line. It should be first line, second line, third line, 16, fifth line and sixth line. If county and
township don’t know how to write the correct names of the roads, how do you expect tourist will find them.
When I go to the city (Burlington, Hamilton) I am always sooo glad to be back home. It is not fun driving in the
city...too many cars going too fast. I like to get back to fresh air even if it does smell of manure once in a while.
Common signage is an excellent idea. Centre Wellington does this well.
I would like to see that minor sports groups have a signage like the churches do so families know what kind or
recreational activities are available, perhaps removable plaques that can be changed if necessary - a small fee
can be applied to user groups
Promoting Wellington through a signage plan is a great idea.
It’s unclear where responsibility for tourism lies - chambers of commerce, municipalities?
The county could promote some friendly competition such as top 50 wine makers beer makers pizza etc.
We need to find a great way to communicate our stories and generate interest to keep them alive
Make us all proud and GO FOR IT !!
I like the concept and the direction this plan will take us.
I like this idea to unify signage in WC. Try to create some excitement with the release of your final idea by
having a contest to bring all the communities together. Be proactive to explain that taxpayers have already paid
for this signage with their tax dollars and how the economy will be boosted by keeping travellers in our area
longer.
As I live in Puslinch I am only tangentially aware of activities and places to visit in North Wellington. This area
needs to be exposed more.
Don’t want money on expensive branding. Focus on affordable services for people who live here.
Signage has always been a challenge where county/municipal roads intersect with provincial roads. Please
assure that this is resolved so that those locations are also provided with signage through this initiative and not
forced to use the ineffective and restrictive provincial program.
We need to do more work County wide -- trails, cycle lanes...people that come to visit have trouble
understanding why we don’t have more physical activity opportunities, especially in Wellington North. I end up
taking visitors to Centre Wellington instead of our own area!
Elgin County has a fantastic slogan “Progressive By Nature” on road signs along the 401...Vision Valour is
great, but needs to be more encompassing the Centre if the Universe, At the Heart of Ontario, The Heart of
Ontario, something along these lines....I would like my Township Wellington North to come up with a better
slogan rather than Simply Explore.....
Need county signage to align with and not take over township signage
Having moved here from the city over twenty years ago, we appreciate the quality of life and could never return
to the hustle, bustle and noise of city life.
I thought this was an opportunity to comment on signage, all the questions were about destinations and tourism.
There is more to signage than tourism. This is not a sign plan it is part a tourism strategy hidden under signage.
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Focus Group Summary
Wellington County hosted four focus group meetings to assist in the development of the Signage Strategy on the
following dates:
•
Harriston, July 22, 2015
•
Fergus July 22, 2015
•
Erin August 5, 2015
•
Puslinch August 5, 2015
Key stakeholders in the County were invited to participate at whichever group was most convenient. The following report
provides a summary of their responses.

Harriston

Appendices

1. Desired outcomes for a signage strategy. When we look at Wellington County’s signage program in the future,
how will we know that we got it right?
- We will be able to identify the County boundaries (2x)
- Local needs will integrate with the County & vice versa
- There will be the same standards for provincial, county and local roads (2X)
- Local business will participate in the program
- It will incorporate the County brand while maintaining municipal brands
- Will include colour coordination and logos
- Consistent use of colours for destination types
- Brand recognition
- Easy to read
- The program will be cohesive and consistent (2X)
- Will include “a proud part of Wellington County” on municipal signs
- Will include a maintenance plan
- Will include an update to google to add information for directions, adjoinging business
- There will be extensive use of easily interpreted symbols
- Simple strategy
- What about existing signs?
2. What is working with the existing signage in Wellington County?
- County signs at the waste management facilities look good
- 401 signs
- Colour consistency – blue signs in County, green signs on 401
- The most amount of neighbours
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3.

What could be improved?
- Current signs are plain and boring
- Need more colour
- Larger signs
- Less can be more

4. What have you seen work well in other communities?
- Pay to play signs
- Huron County = blue background/ white words, brand at top, simple format
- Perth signs marking territory
- County logo
- Elora tourism signs are great
- Bruce County – great job incorporating lower and upper tier, easy to read
- Way finding – proud part of Gray County
- Dufferin County – small blue signs saying market and directions
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5. What Makes Wellington County Unique?
- Limestone
- Award winning festivals and events
- Friendly
- Beautiful and scenic
- Mennonite community (2X)
- Heritage,
- Tourism
- Rural (2X), agriculture, diversity of farms, local food
- Topography – flat and hills
- Conservation areas
- Patriotic
- Roads – an hour from everywhere
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What things in Wellington County are you most proud to share with friends or family when they come to visit?
- Welcoming attitude of rural communities & smaller towns
- Elora Gorge
- Highland Games
- Drayton Theatre
- Conestoga Lake
- Belwood Lake
- Local Food (2 x), Mapleton Organic, agriculture, farmers markets (2x)
- Flowers to Fragrance
- Business opportunity
- Premier fashion – Sussmans, Ideal, Cynthia & Co, Achesons,
- Palmerston train bridge
- Drayton Theatre (2X)
- small, local, authentic live theaters, galleries, museums
- Authentic (2X)
- Pike Lake (2X)
- Luther Marsh
- Grand River Conservation Area
- Campgrounds
- Elora Gorge (2X)
Trails & Tours
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6.

7. How would you recommend integrating the County and municipal brands?
- Look at what is already done: Minto, Wellington North, Centre Wellington – similar designs already, continue to
build
- See Bruce County – they have done a good job at this
- County responsible for outside urban boundary, lower tier for inside – following community guidelines,
communicate
- Designate County and Municipal by colour (2X)
- Brand tagline
- Brand standards, alter or include brand guidelines to merge County and Municipalities
- Same shape, materials, landscaping, size
8.

Additional Comments.
- Placement of the signs is also important
- Need to extend maps beyond Wellington County so we can see where it is in relation to other communities
- The number of signs is important. Too many signs can lead to clutter
- Need to integrate hospital signs
- County needs something new – the crest is old
- How can we use the signs to promote our stories
- How can we integrate the sign program with technology
- Would like to use the back of entry signs – make best use of the investment
- Can we extend the barn quilt tours into Wellington County
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Fergus

1. Desired outcomes for a signage strategy. When we look at Wellington County’s signage program in the future, how
will we know that we got it right?
- If people know where they are (x2)
- Better clarity on Boundaries (Guelph)
- Impact both one offs and regular events and attractions
- Positive feedback from visitors
- No one asks where is it.
- No one complains
- Member municipalities all on board
- When we find a way to blend politically 3 messages: County, Town/township, community
- Consistency in signage throughout the County
- Follow through from 401 into the downtowns of all the municipalities
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2. What is working with the existing signage in Wellington County?
- Standardization (blue and white)
- Individuality
- Visible and reflective
- Durable, easy to make because there is not a strategy
3. What could be improved?
- Add colour
- Add crest or logo
- More peripheral signage
- Themed signs
- County and municipal working together
- Signage could have dual functionality
- Larger, more prominent signs
- Placement
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4. What have you seen work well in other communities?
- Perth County
- Grey County
- For Profit signage program in Dufferin
- “A proud member of … County”
- Specific Trail signage
- Use GPS advertising technology
5. What makes Wellington County unique?
- Rural, small towns
- Local price
- Regionally diverse (3X)
- High quality of life
- Elora Gorge
- Mennonite residents
- Beautiful
- Beautiful countryside
- Historical, Grand river & Saugeen river systems
- Proximity to large communities (KW & Toronto)
- Array of things to do
- Balanced lifestyle
- Safety in community
- Friendly locals
- Rich creative economy
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6. Things I am proud to share with friends and family
- Zip line (2X)
- Festivals (2X)
- Museums (3X)
- Historical perspective & depth
- Pedestrian bridge
- Train station
- Golf courses
- Recreational areas
- Conservation areas/ parks, GRCA areas & Highland Pines (2X), Grand River, natural amenities
- Butter tart trail
- Equestrian
- Limestone
- Drayton Theatre (2X)
- Arthur – most patriotic village
- Exotic animals
- Agriculture and food, farms (2X), farmers markets, Taste Real (ma), Lavendar farm
- Elora Gorge & Quarry (2X)
- Casino/ raceway
- Shopping attractions
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7. How would you recommend integrating the County and municipal brands?
- Collaboration and cooperation
- Add County logo to current signage
- Find Common denominators
- County crest
- Points between municipalities should be consistent, smooth transition\
- Welcome to….. a proud member of Wellington County
- Learn from other jurisdictions rather than re-invent the wheel
- Provide a long drop dead date
- Grandfather in signs
- Engage all Councillors – get them on board
- Provide $ from County to support (seed $s and guidance)
- Branding standards
- County wide signage bylaw
- Look for success stories outside of the County
8. Additional Comments
- Would like to see signed trails like the Discovery Trail and the Waterway Trail
- Can we have doubled sided gateway signs – Thank you for visiting
- Need to have long implementation schedule to give the municipalities a long time to implement
- The stone houses and barns built by Scottish stone masons are unique to Wellington County
- Sign program needs to tell travellers they are in the County, Municipality and Community
- Dufferin County has a good business signage program
- Need to find common denominators for County and municipal branding: common colours?
- Need to make a smooth transition to the next community
- Show 2 tier signage success stories
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1. Desired outcomes for a signage strategy. When we look at Wellington County’s signage program in the future, how
will we know that we got it right?
- Increased traffic and business in our downtowns
- More business, traffic stopping, (2X)
- Neighbour communities are aware of places & things to see/ do in Wellington
- Creating a trail system based on our strong assets (food, art, culture
- Less calls from visitors who are lost due to lack of signage, People know where they are (2x)
- Winning an award for our signage strategy
- A fitting cohesive identify for all WC communicated via signage
- Consistency
- Branding
- Attractive signs
- Showing clearly that all our towns are part of Wellington County
- Tying local brands to overarching brand – mutual reciprocal keeps/ retains our investment
- Help fix GPS issues where people are sent to the wrong communities because of address pinpoint problems
2. What is working with the existing signage in Wellington County?
- 401 sign is effective
- MTO directional signs on local highways are consistent in design
3. What could be improved?
- Create more effective, larger signs
- More signs to build identity
- Each township needs to invest into the County Signage program
- Use symbols to retain local uniqueness
- More info needed on signs in Wellington
- Tag signs for County below town signs
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4. What have you seen work well in other communities?
- Perth County
- Caldedon, Belfountain
- Huron County (2X) Ontario’s west coast, impactful, pretty and memorable
- Inglewood gets people to stop and shop sign very attractive
- Cheltonham – pulls people off major road and tells them exactly where to go
5. What makes Wellington County unique?
- Relaxed
- Old fashioned, natural beauty (2X)
- Genuine
- History and heritage (2X)
- Charm
- Trusting, safe community
- Topography
- Credit & Grand Rivers
- Active lifestyle options & destinations
- Diverse (2X) something for everyone
- Equine
- Rural Edge of GTA
- Blend of agriculture and urban
- Accessible, proximity for a day or weekend trip for GHA
- Size & number of neighbours
- The shape of the County
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7. How would you recommend integrating the County and municipal brands?
- Get rid of local programs (replace with County program)
- Easy access for businesses to erect signs – cost is fair
- Pay to Play program
- Consistency (2X) consistent size and layout
- Visual – each municipality retains logo. Look but adds “proud to be a part of WC”
- Get buy in (2X) – conversations between County and member municipalities, Create an identity that everyone in
Wellington buys into
- Less is more – add tags to signs
- Different levels of signage including branding
8. Additional Comments
- There are issues with the GPS data in Erin/Hillsburg
- Can we include lighting for the key gateway signs
- Would like to include a tag line – more than just the County name. ie. Huron County – Ontario’s West Coast
- Wellington County is very accessible – good for more frequent, shorter vacations
- Events are important in Wellington County – how do we include them in the sign program
- Can we work with neighbouring jurisdictions for destination signage
- Would like to include recognition of County in Municipal signage “a proud part of …” or something similar
- Unique about Wellington – the many neighbouring communities “Good neighbours”
- Glacial potholes and fly fishing are unique to Wellington County
- Events are important (ie. Highland Games, Erin Fall Fair) – will need to establish the parameters – what is
significant County wide
- Sign program needs to be adaptive to include events and destinations that don’t exist yet
- Needs to be included in the new Erin Economic development strategy
- Each municipality needs to own the signage program
- Need to have a process to keep the signage program alive – needs a maintenance program
- Should include destinations like Queen’s Bush
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6. Things I am proud to share
- Conservation areas – Rockwood, Elora
- Nature
- Natural Beauty – parks, trails, Conservation
- Trails/ parks
- Queen’s Bush
- Events (2X) Erin Fall Fair, Highland Games
- Downtowns & shops
- Local restaurants
- Authentic Wellington food and culinary “Taste of Wellington”
- Farmers’ markets, CSA, Farm Stands
- Elora
- Drayton Theatre
- Amish & Mennonite

1. Desired outcomes for a signage strategy. When we look at Wellington County’s signage program in the future, how
will we know that we got it right?
- Project’s prosperity
- Program is updatable, current
- Visitors know where the attractions are
- Landmarks identified
- Signage provide knowledge
- Visitors know how to get around
- Improved awareness of events and available activities
- Incorporated with destination marketing
- Information process
- Pre & post database baseline
- We see ourselves as a tourist destination
- More visitors
- QR codes
- Integrative
- Distinctive
- Attractive
- Branded
- Simple symbols
2. What is working with the existing signage in Wellington County?
- 401 sign
- Tourism signage
- Maintainable
3. What could be improved?
- More signs needed
- Location clarity
- Anything is an improvement
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4.

What have you seen work well in other communities?
- Mapleton
- Huron County
- Other communities way finding
- Halton Region has attraction signs
- Quebec signage
- Grey County – trail designation, skiing, events features
- Counties that support tourism
- Early warning placement
- Food tours, cheese, etc.
- Christmas tree farm signs

5. What makes Wellington County Unique?
- History – stone buildings
- Architecture
- Proximity to major centres,
- Wellington Museum
- Agricultural research
- Green legacy
- On-farm businesses
- Niche businesses (wineries, breweries)
- Equine facilities
- Chickens
- Rolling, rural recreational
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Puslinch

-

Trails, conservation
Beautiful country roads, land approach to farming
Need a trail to highlight beautiful roads
Antiques
Community pride

Appendices

6. Things I am proud to share
- Highland games
- Natural Features
- Puslinch lake
- Grand River fishing, canoeing
- Elora Gorge (2x)
- Buttertart trail
- Great drives
- Aberfoyle antique market
- Farmers Markets, Antiques markets
- Arts festivals, music
- Maple Syrup
- Libraries
- Residential pride
- Fine dining
- Safe communities
- Libraries
- Recreational activities: seasonal snowshoeing, paddle boarding, etc.
- Historical sites – categories of construction, types of buildings, barn tours
- Barns
7. How would you recommend integrating the County and municipal brands?
- Consistent structure that complements local municipal signage
- Consistent brand with unique identifiers
- Logo / icon integration
- A structure “house” local signage
- County sign with local activity
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8.

Additional Comments
- Strong design is important
- Needs to tell people where they are and help them get where they want to go
- Problem with multiple names for roads
- How do we integrate technology?
- Need to help communities & businesses address errors – problems with Google Place, Google Maps, Garmin
- Can we measure the program’s effectiveness - # of visitors pre and post sign program
- How about bundling experiences ie. Farmers markets across the County
- Need early warning signs, not just at the site – that’s too late
- Need to manage signage clutter
- The rolling hills, country roads and great drives are unique to Wellington County
- Interesting tourism experiences: Grand River fishing and inner tubing in Elora opportunities, barn tours
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Elora Gorge
Drayton Theatre
Elora Downtown
Belwood Conservation Area/ Lake
Rockwood GRCA
Aberfoyle Antique Market
Puslinch Lake Marina Restaurant
Conestoga Lake
Palmerston Train
WC Museum
Erin
Pike Lake
Consetoga Conservation Area
Fergus Downtown
Elora Cataract Trail
Grand River Raceway
Guelph Lake
Mapleton Organic
Aberfoyle Mill
Fergus Scottish Festival
Pike Lake Golf Course
Grand River
Anglestone
Devonshire B&B
Guelph University
Luther Marsh
Pike Lake Resort
Edyn Mills Writers Festival
Aberfoyle Farmers Market
Arthur ‐Canada's most patriotic village
Centre 2000 Community Centre
Country Sisters
Drayton Chop House
Elora Conservation area
Elora Research Farm
Friendly Chef Adventures
Guelph Sports
Highland Pines
Hillsburg Library
Homestyle bakery
Lavender Farm
Moorefield Ball Park & Food Booth
Quarry
Silent Valley
Sussman
Taste Creations
Tooth of Time
W Luther Marsh
Walking Bike Trails
Wallenstein Feed & Supply
McClintock's Water Sports
University of Guelph
Harriston Downtown
Ellis Chapel

9
6
8
8
4

9
11
2
1
1

3
2
1
1
1
2
2

4
4
2

1
3

4
5
3
4
5
1
1

8
2
4
2
2
9
8

1
2
5

2

5
3
2
2

1
4
1

3
1
1
3

Total

1

1
1
2
1
3

2
2
2
2
1

1
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Participants were asked to identify the five most important and five least important points of

30
24
17
15
12
10
9
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
30 1
1
1
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Top 5 Destinations
Participants were asked to identify the top 5 destinations in Wellington County.
Mentions by Focus Group
Fergus
Harriston
Erin
Puslinch
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Harriston Downtown
Ellis Chapel

1
1

1
1

Most Important Points of Interest
Points of Interest
Fergus
Most
Tourist Attractions
Downtowns
Heritage Sites
Galleries & Museums
Lakes & Waterways
Accommodations
Restaurants
Visitor Information Centres
Recreation Facilties
Trails
Parking areas
Parks
Public Washrooms
Community Centres
Commercial/Shopping Centres
Medical Centres
Commercial/ industrial Centres
Special Events
Educational Institutions
Places of Worship
Transit Terminals
Other (unspecified)

10
11
4
4
8
1
4
5
2
2
2

1
1
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Least Important Points of Interest
Points of Interest
Fergus
Least
Places of Worship
Transit Terminals
Commercial/ industrial Centres
Educational Institutions
Medical Centres
Community Centres
Parking areas
Public Washrooms
Commercial/Shopping Centres
Restaurants
Accommodations
Recreation Facilities
Trails
Galleries & Museums
Lakes & Waterways
Visitor Information Centres
Downtowns
Heritage Sites
Parks
Other (unspecified)
Tourist Attractions
Special Events

7
7
7
4
3
1
3
4
5
4
1
1
1

Harriston
Most

Erin
Most

Puslinch
Most

Total
Most

10
11
5
5
1
3
1
5
4
3
5
4
3
2
3
2
2
1

6
7
4
4
1
6
4

6
1
8
3
5
3
7
3

32
30
21
16
15
13
12
12
11
11
10
7
7
6
5
4
3
3
1
0
0
0

Harrison
Least

Erin
least

9
9
8
8
3
3
4
4
1
4
3
3
2
2

2
1
3
3
1
1
1

5
1
1
3
1

2
1

8
8
7
7
6
3
1
1
2

Puslinch
least
7
7
6
4
3
5
4
3

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
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Points of Interest
Participants were asked to identify the five most important and five least important points of
interest to include in Wellington County’s signage program.

Total
Least
31
31
28
23
15
12
12
12
8
8
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
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Tourist Attractions
Special Events

0
0

Focus Group Participants
The following individuals participated in the Wellington County Signage Plan Focus Groups. On
behalf of Wellington County, we thank them for their contribution to this important project.
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Focus Group Participants by Location
Erin Aug. 5
Chris White
Pierre Brianceau
Phil Gravelle
John Brenan
Mandy Jones
Scott Wilson
Jana Reichert
Pam Fanjoy
Chris Bailey
Audrey Devonshire

Puslinch Aug. 5
Ken Roth
Doug Lane
Dennis Lever
Kelly Putzer
Fred Lehmann
Wayne Stokley
Hélène Duguay
Cindy Gibson
Kellie McClintock
Matthew Bulmer
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Harriston July 22
April Marshall
Belinda Wick-Graham
Rob Mattice
Jean Anderson
Joanna Baars
Randy Pettapiece
Mandy Jones
Crystal Ellis
Neil Driscoll
Helen Edwards
Ronald Faulkner
Bill White
Paul Johnson
Fergus July 22
Mandy Jones
Paul Johnson
Kelsey Dunbar
Susan Frasson
Lucas Rogerson
Robyn Mulder
Don Vallery
Rob Black
Dale Small
Brad Hutchinson
Bianca Smith
Deb Dalziel
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iv) Stakeholder Interview Feedback
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Great shopping
Gorge – natural landmarks/ heritage
Agri-culinary – on farm experiences
History, museums, individual heritage societies, pride in Wellington County—keeping history alive.
Local Food movement
Elora – Gorge – Downtown Elora
Fergus/Elora
Grand River Conservation Authority
Harriston (community event)
Rockwood Conservation Area
Luther Marsh
Proud to share ‘rural environment’ away from the city.the
Elora, the Gorge, Conestoga Lake,
Gorge, the Lake (Belwood)
Belwood Lake; Rockwood
Restaurants, Wellington County Museum
Erin, Fergus, Elora, Minto, Drayton
Theatre
Organic farms
Elora Gorge, City of Guelph, Paved
roads
locally grown foods, natural beauty, quaint villages & towns Erin, Guelph, Fergus & Elora,
downtown hubs, Sustainable farms
Elora Gorge, Rockwood Conservation Area, University of
Tuelph, Church of our Lady in Guelph
Elora Gorge, Heritage towns, farms
Elora Gorge, Towns/ Villages,
Grand River

Diversity – Assets -- Location

mixed agriculture, national interest parks,
friendly towns
architecture, agriculture, natural setting

pristine land, architecture, driving experience

Diversity, Large Geographic area

Rural, Equine, Small towns

Upscale; Rural; Community

Appendices

Home – personal – proud of home/where we live.
Take ownership of attractions- then becomes larger picture
of ‘home’
‘Exploring backyard’

Green – Scenic – Diverse

Big – Mix or Urban & Rural interface –
Prosperous

Arthur- patriotic village
Centre Wellington & Elora Buildings
Gorge
Shopping- diversity- niche shopping

Centre of Southern Ontario
Strong Rural Leader
Strong Educational
Close to Everything

Top 5 Destinations
Elora Gorge
Downtown Elora
Fergus/ Elora
Belwood
Arthur
Mount Forest
Erin
Drayton Theatre
Mapleton Organic
Conestogo Lake
Elora Downtown
Festival/ Events (general)

Proud to Share
Elora Gorge and Elora’s small downtown community

Unique to Wellington
Natural beauty & tourist attractions

Interview Feedback
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Palmerston railway station, 19th century appearance of
towns, Heritage park

diverse, large number of municipal
neighbours, confederation rather than a
union , railway heritage
natural evnironment, trail system, equine,
urban vs. rural

Elora Gorge, Guelph, heritage towns, Grand River

Architecturally significant buildings in pristine
natural setting

Elora Gore, Writer's festival (Eden's
Mills), Guelph lake, Bellwood lake
Elora, Fergus, Eden's Mills festival,
Taste Real event, Mapleton, Elora
Cataract Trail, Cox Creek Cellars
archives museum, Elora Gorge,
University, Railway museum,
countryside agriculture
Guelph lakes, trail system, four
seasons of activities, Elora Gorge,
Fegus/ Elora, Fergus Market,
Bayview royal fair, University of G
Fergus, Elora, Elora Gorge, Mt.
Forest fireworks festival, Saugeen
river fisheing, Fergus Highland
Games
Elora is the crown, Fergus,
downtowns, local food and farms
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restaurants, Elora Gorge, Saugeen River, countryside,
food, architecture and nature

mix of rural and city life

nature, trails, scenery

Cultural and natural heritage, Elora Goge, lavender farm,
Fergus, urban centre - Guelph
Elora, Elora Gorge hiking, mountain biking trails, fishing on
Grand River

Rural, picturesque, rolling landscape,
farmsteads, natural heritage
diversity,
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Destinations to include in the Signage Strategy
Yes

13

No

0

9
9
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
2
2
2

0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
5
5
5

2
2
1
1
1

6
4
0
0
0
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Destination
Parks & Conservation area,
Trails
Tourism Attractions
Heritage Sites
Downtowns
Lakes & Waterways
Visitor Info Centre
Restaurants
Galleries & Museums
Recreation Facilities
Accommodations
Transit Terminals
Community Centers
Educational Institutions
Medical Centres
Places of Worship
Commercial/Industrial Centres
Commercial/ Shopping
Centres
Public Washrooms
Parking Areas
Hospitals
Farm Markets
Libaries
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The following individuals were interviewed to assist in the development of the Wellington
County signage plan.
Bob Cameron
Crystal Ellis
Ted Clarke
Mayor Alls
Maria Britto
David Peacock
Nick Morris
Rod Smith

Mary Schmidt
April Marshall
Don Vallery
Wesly Bates
Peter Hannam
Erin Eldridge
Bob McEachern
Tony Tsotros
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